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Just because you’re paranoid,
doesn’t mean they’re NOT out to get you

Frolicks from The
Funkster

Mary’ at the Royal Festival Hall back in July.
Some nice new DVDs of ‘Elvis – The ’68
Comeback’ a three-disc set with the two stand up
shows and the two sit down sets and out takes
from the production numbers. Beautiful sound and
picture (I’ve since gotten a DVD recorder and
hooked it up to the hi-fi system… haven’t yet
figured out the record part but I’ll get there… still
using video).

Boppin’ In Bristol
(The Funkster goes walkabout)
(In the copy provided, he did write “Fukster” so I’m
not sure if he’s changed his name - H)
As per usual a busy time, plenty to read and to
listen to. Currently enjoying ‘Bad Moon Rising’
(The Unofficial History Of Creedence Clearwater
Revival) by Hank Bordowitz, published, it would
seem, some six years ago, back in the dark days
of 1998. Odd, because I don’t recall ever seeing it
until quite recently in a Soho Bookshop at £16.95
but on a recent foray to town the price was
subsequently reduced to £6.00 which is more up
my street.

Ace are still doing
the bizz with a
superb
double,
‘Louisiana
Men,
Rusty And Doug
Kershaw
–
The
Complete
Hickory
Recordings’. As a
bonus you also get
all
the
Wiley
Barkdull sessions he
also cut for the label
(Wiley is the bass voice you hear on the boys’
45s). Rusty and Doug recorded 39 songs for
Hickory between May 1955 and December 1961.
Except for one un-issued (until 1979) cut and a 45
with Al Terry they were obviously really hot sides.
Surprisingly only one LP was issued on Hickory,
the sleeve of which is reproduced on the CD liner
notes. Some of you will recall the excellent DJM
album of Hickory sides put together by the
erstwhile Bill Millar back in 1974 which, if I recall
correctly, cost the princely sum of £1.99. That and
the ‘Hillbilly Rock’ album were constantly on my
turntable… talk about value for money. But as
usual Ace have pulled out all the stops… the best
double CD I’ve had in a good while.

Naturally this is culled from
interviews with ex-members
of the original line-up (I did
see a CD of ‘live’ remakes by
a new Creedence but John
Fogerty ain’t part of it... no
siree). It tells the story from
when the band started out as
the Blue Velvets in the late
‘50s through a name change
to The Golliwogs and, in
1968, finally to C.C.R. In-house squabbles finally
parted the band in 1972 (not before Tom Fogerty
left leaving a trio for one final album ‘Mardi Gras’
which, except for a couple of tracks, is a real
mess). I still have the albums (they came here on
Liberty). My mate Al and I were real fans and he
even got the U.S. edition of ‘Green River’ on U.S.
Fantasy while I bought the Fantasy 45 of
‘Travellin’ Band’ before it was issued in the U.K.

Indigo recently released a 27 tracker from Ruth
Brown, ‘Mama He Treats Your Daughter Mean’
(IGO CD 2550) from 1949 through to 1953. It’s not
all fast, no holds barred jumping R&B; some of
the early stuff is much more in the ballad vein but
at £6.99 can you quibble? Liner notes from Neil
Slaven give us a fine insight to Ruth’s early years
with Atlantic and some wonderful period photos
including one with fellow Atlantic stars Lavern
Baker and Clyde McPhatter.

I even went to see them at the Royal Albert Hall
on their first visit (they did return but as a trio) with
Wilbert Harrison and Tony Joe White as support.
There is a live album ‘In Concert’ but it’s sh*t
quality. I got the CD about two years ago for about
£3.00 and I even bought Fogerty’s ‘Blue Ridge
Rangers’ album (again I still have it although, as
with C.C.R.’s albums, I got ‘em on shiny). Nice to
see ole Jerry Lee open with a good cut on ‘Proud
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sure he didn’t miss any. So now I know where you
get to Mr Woods when you’re not manning the
signal boxes (excuse me, I thought this train was
heading for Eastbourne so why am I in
Portsmouth Harbour I didn’t want the Isle Of
Wight).

A new label to me, CoraZong Records (based in
Holland), recently issued a Willie Nelson CD
‘Smokin’ At The Paradiso (Live In Amsterdam)’
although the concert is over four years old,
recorded over two nights in April 2000. It’s a
typical Willie show taking in favourites ‘If You’ve
Got The Money’, ‘Georgia On My Mind’, ‘Always
On My Mind’, ‘Good Hearted Woman’, ‘Roll In My
Sweet Baby’s Arms’ and ‘Blue Eyes Crying In The
Rain’. His 1976 gospel album ‘The Troublemaker’
has at long last just been re-issued on CD; it was
cut for Atlantic but they never issued it and when
Nelson hauled arse to Columbia he took the tapes
with him and they put the thing out.

Good to see the big cheeseburger back in the
th
charts with the 50 anniversary of ‘That’s Alright
Mama’… pity it didn’t get to number one. HMV
had a 10-inch re-issue of it on a Sun label as a
limited edition. BMG have also issued a VINYL
collection ‘Elvis On Sun’, 19 tracks, again with a
lovely yellow Sun label. Am I right in thinking that
Elvis product issued by RCA has never had a Sun
label prior to this? One for the LP collection
methinks. Some of it is supposedly remastered
from “newly found Sun tapes”! Yeah, fleece the
punters again why don’t you? I wonder what BMG
will do next year as it becomes an out-of-copyright
master; I can see a cheapo CD with it and ‘Blue
Moon Of Kentucky’ and live Louisiana Hayride
material.

‘The Treniers… Go, Go, Go’ is a nice 26 tracker
on Proper (Intro CD 2031) starting out with sides
cut for Mercury in 1947 (‘Buzz, Buzz, Buzz’, ‘No,
Baby, No’, ‘Sometimes I’m Happy’). The group
then signed a recording deal with Okeh (‘Go, Go,
Go’, ‘Taxi Blues’, ‘It Rocks, It Swings’, ‘Rockin’ Is
Our Bizness’). The CD closes with two sides cut
for RCA in February 1952, Milt Trenier And His
Solid Six, ‘Squeeze Me’ and ‘Rock Bottom’. Sound
is a bit dodgy in places but, considering the
probable sources for much of the material, one
can’t grumble. Adam Komorowski provides the
detailed sleeve notes and again, for about £5.99 it
represents good value.
Ex Rolling Stone Bill
Wyman returns with
a newie ‘Just For A
Thrill’, a fine 15
tracker featuring the
usual gang of his
Rhythm
Kings.
‘Cadillac
Woman’,
‘Roll
‘Em
Pete’,
‘Down Home Girl’
and ‘Jitterbug Boogie’
are amongst the better tracks. It’s on R & M,
presumably his own label.

Have you seen that new CD on BMG ‘Kings Of
Rock'n'Roll - Seven Guys Who Changed The
World Forever’ - Elvis, Chuck Berry, Eddie
Cochran, Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little
Richard and… Cliff Richard! Excuse me, but
wasn’t Mr Webb an Elvis copyist when he shot to
fame? So how the freaking heck does he appear
here? You could’ve had Gene Vincent or Bill
Haley; okay, you do get a “bonus” song of ‘Rock
Around The Clock’ but that’s it. Poor old Mr Lewis
has to be content with Smash remakes of his
three selections. Note the three Majors here are
EMI, BMG and Universal.

Recently seen on TV were Tom Jones and Jools
Holland performing ‘It’ll Be Me’ from the pair’s new
album ‘Rough And Ready’ due out at the end of
September. The Welsh boyo’s tonsils sounded in
good shape while Joolie handled those keyboards
with his usual flair. I understand that the two had
wanted to cut some older tunes that they both
liked for years. Tom included ‘Who Will The Next
Fool Be’ in his recent gig in Cardiff.

Lastly have Sony and BMG merged as one force?
I was in HMV and some yank female presenter
was talking into a camera about it… had to laugh
as she took four takes to complete her piece. If
that’s right we can have a Bob Dylan and Elvis
‘Greatest Hits’ on one album. Put me down for a
copy won’t you please? I need a new door stop.
Keep on the sunny side, brothers and sisters.

I have my spies everywhere… ye editor was
spotted in Victoria station quite recently when the
Funkster was heading down for an evening’s
Rock'n'Roll with Jerry Lee at the Brighton Centre.
“I’m meeting someone I the pub!” he exclaimed.
I’d spotted him a little earlier, briefcase in hand…
missing a round of bevies… Keith had to make

The Fu(n)kster
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I have been SACKED, made a
scapegoat because a train struck a
crane, over which I had no control.
My only offence was that of not
following
communication
procedures 100%, an offence that
the manager who condemned me
was himself guilty of only a few
weeks later. Needless to say, he is
still in the same job!

Several High Court Judges
Decree

“HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE!”

Immediately after the incident my
communications were examined,
yet nothing was said for another
week, allowing me to continue
working. I was then suspended,
tried and dismissed. I lodged an
appeal that was heard by my
manager’s superior (no vested
interest there then!) and the
incorrect procedures used against
me, the failure to provide adequate
training, the fact that I had not been
examined on rules for a year longer
than the required period, the
attempt by management to coerce
my choice of representative and
the use of illegally unsigned forms
were all ignored and the decision
was upheld with no reduction in
severity.

Hi there Kats ‘n’ Kittens,
First of all, please accept my apologies for the
recent delays in production of the magazine. This
is due to circumstances totally beyond the control
of the ‘Tales From The Woods’ editorial board, as
explained below. Please be assured that we are
doing all we can to ensure that we maintain our
schedules and provide you with your monthly fix of
Woodsophilia.
I am currently in the process of attempting to clear
my name, a very time consuming task involving
picketing various Network Rail locations. I would
like to express my gratitude to Tony Papard and
Eddie Bowser in particular for their continued
support during this trying time.
What follows is the text of a flyer I am handing out
to make people aware of the circumstances
surrounding my case.

My name is
KEITH
WOODS

HARDLY MY IDEA OF FAIR
TREATMENT!
Once again, I apologise for the disruption to the
production of the magazine. I hope to be able to
get back on track (no pun intended) in the next
couple of months. Thank you for you patience and
all the good wishes I have received.

I am 58 years old and
I
have
been
a
signaller for 31 years,
employed for the last 12 years as a
grade 9 Signaller at Network
Rail’s Victoria Signalling Centre at
Clapham Junction and due to retire
next year.

The continuing review of the Ponderosa Stomp
will hopefully be ready for the next issue and The
Buzz should also return at the back of the mag.

Keith Woods
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LEFT BANK
Impressions of Paris
by George Miller

Exiles from Russia, Europe, the USA and England
sought sanctuary in Paris. Chopin and George
Sand, Stravinsky, Diagalev and Nijinsky, Oscar
Wilde created scandals here. Henry Miller,
Hemingway, Henri Murger, Saitre and de Savoir,
Picasso, Renoir, Bunuel, Lautrec, Proust, Collette,
Gide, Piaf, Cocteau, Genet, Gertrude Stein and
Alice B. Toklas. One has only to visit Pere
Lachaise cemetery to realise how many famous
people made this their final resting place: Isadora,
Wilde, Piaf, Visconti, Proust, Chopin and many
more.

PART FOUR
Like a lover, Paris either attracts or repels. You
will either love or hate it at first sight, and those
who are initially and promptly appalled by the
poverty, decay, dirt and noise it presents, often
learn later to love it despite these defects.

Existentialism, Impressionism, Surrealism were
born here. It was the scene for all sorts of
scandals - strange couples like Chopin and
George Sand, Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas,
Verlaine and Rimbaud, Solse and de Banoir.
Henry Miller’s prose, considered too pornographic
for publication in the USA/UK, was published
here. Oscar Wilde escaped the wrath of the UK
and diedhere . Cocteau smoked opium, Jean
Genet transferred crime into a cult. Stravinsky
gave us “Rites of Spring”. Proust, Cocteau, Genet,
Collette could write about homosexuality without
being excommunicated or imprisoned. As
Diagalev and Nijinsky found, Paris is conducive to
creation.

Travellers and tourists have a pre-conceived
image of Paris as a metropolis where romance
and
beauty
blossom,
accompanied
by
accordionists, as they waltz through the
boulevards towards the Eiffel Tower, Champs
Elysees, Arc de Triomphe, Sacre Coeur and Notre
Dame. They do not expect to see squalor and
slums en route. Like all those who believe in a
wonderland of illusions, they must inevitably be
disappointed by reality.
Those who read works like “Les Miserables”,
“Senage Paris”, “Nania”, “L’Oeuvre”, “Le Chemin
de la Liberte” after knowing Paris will live through
the pages more poignantly.

One feels that after six months in Paris one must
create either a masterpiece or a scandal.

The mushrooming of sex shops in Montmartre,
replacing the old cafes, patisseries and epicier.
Why anyone wishes to purchase inflatable dolls
and vagina cushions, when the real thing (flesh)
can be obtained from the girls who line the length
of Rue Pigalle any night waiting to sell their wares,
seems senseless to me. The sex shop deals in
existential auto-eroticism and sexploitation.

Sunday 15th April. We took the Metro to Pere
Lachaise, which must be the most famous
graveyard in the world. Certainly it does not have
any of the conventional characteristics associated
with cemeteries - the trimmings of doom, decay,
depression and neglect are absent here. It has
streets and sections, like a miniature Pompeii of
the dead. Family tombs and monuments stand
like small houses or shops as we pass by - each
one having its own characteristic as to
construction, dedication and design. It was much
larger and less depressing than I had anticipated.

Paris retains one of its basic functions - an ability
to shock. Its atmosphere, its ambience is unique.
It is especially attractive to lovers, by which I do
not refer exclusively to those whose love is sexual
and physical, but also lovers of literature, art,
history,
poetry,
music,
architecture
and
gastronomy, and above all those who love life.

At the entrance the genial gate-keepers were on
hand, and obligingly offered information and a
photocopy of a plan of the cemetery (gratis, but of
course the plan was well worth the expected tip,
as one would spend the whole day seeking out
one or two of the famous who found peace here.)
The whole place is so picturesque, do not be
surprised to see tourists taking pictures.

Perhaps the sense of deja vu which I have always
felt in Paris contributes to my adoration of the city,
and, like a lover, makes me biased about its
imperfections.
Paris is pervaded with ghosts from its past. It
evokes those personalities with whom one
inevitably associates the city. Once upon a time,
in these streets and houses, penniless poets,
exiled writers and anonymous artists struggled for
recognition. Balzac, Hugo, de Maupassant, Zola,
Verlaine,
Villon,
Rimbaud,
Lautrec,
the
Impressionists found inspiration to create their
masterpieces.

Our original plan was to visit the grave of Edith
Piaf, whose life, loves and deaths (for she died so
many deaths during the course of her life) I had
written into a poem. Whilst writing it I
automatically assumed she would be buried in
Pere Lachaise solely because it rhymed with the
previous line of my poem. To my relief and
amazement I later discovered that this was the
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truth. Hence the desire to see her last resting
place.

The future fused with nuclear fear,
As politicians scheme.

It is a beautiful grave, small and simple. (Others
are skyscrapers in comparison). Buried with her
are her father, Louis Gassion, and Theo, her last
love. A photograph of them on the gravestone
reminds us of their beautiful, brief and tragic idyll
together. A border of living, growing, flowering
plants surrounds the stone. There were no cut
flowers withering there, except Theo, who was cut
in the full bloom of his youth. I shed a silent tear,
but before I could be overcome with the sadness
which her legend always fills me with, the whole
scene was invaded by a group of grave-hungry
vampires, disguised as tourists, who jostled and
shouted excitedly, as they clicked their cameras,
capturing the celebrated dead who, fortunately for
them had the good sense and forethought to be
buried with such close proximity to each other.

From radiation, cancers grow,
Missiles move on wheels,
All part of the nuclear scenario,
In a world almost surreal.
Futuristic cities soon
Will fry upon the Earth,
Scientists threatening the moon,
Controlling death and birth.
Humankind replaced by a vast machine,
Computers to program each nation,
Pollution to make all things unclean,
And bombs for annihilation.
City planners devoid of their wits,
In a frenzy of new construction,
Blasting beautiful buildings, as in The Blitz
Making progress seem more like destruction.

Among those others whose last remains lie here
are Chopin, Gertrude Stein, Musset and Wilde (for
whom Epstein sculptured an Egyptian Sphinx-like
tomb at the bequest of a lady who wished to
remain anonymous, for in those days it was not
yet fashionable to admire anyone who was gay.)

The age of anarchy is here,
The arms race reigns obscene,
Our future fused with nuclear fear,
Silently I scream.

Isadora Duncan’s ashes lie in the crematorium,
which stands in the centre of Pere Lachaise, but
there were so many little boxes it would have
taken all day to find hers. The latest acquisition
must be Visconti (director), but by then our poor
feet were tired of trudging the cobblestones. One
section has a distinct left-wing slant.

(George Miller - 3rd June 1974)

'New York Nights'
Stumbling, mumbling, alcoholics collide into
crates,
A sailor staggers, swaggers thru fog-filled
Manhattan streets,
Thriving, striving, the night is alive with adventure
and neon.

(Here George’s incomplete notes ended.)
Tony writes: George and I visited Paris many
times, and I learned to love it as much as he did.
We even saw Jean Genet in a café near Les
Halles on one of our visits when we were
accompanied by a very extrovert gay friend,
whom Jean Genet seemed to be studying as a
possible character for a future book. Sadly we did
not have the opportunity to talk to him on this
occasion either, and he died soon afterwards.

Winking, drinking, hookers beckon from low-lit
bars,
Romancing, dancing couples cling closely in
doomed discotheques,
Pills, thrills, speed, weed are distributed from dark
doorways.
Roofless, toothless tramps search for sanctuary,
Sighing, crying widows with only ghosts to caress,
Listen to the night noises, voices which infiltrate
their loneliness.

Tony was searching for the poem about
Piaf which George mentions in his article,
but found it to be very long - 26 verses.
He has selected some shorter poems,
which are included here.

'Reality'

Doomed, marooned maniacs carry psychotic
burdens as they move thru the mist,
Strangers, dangers lurk nefariously in niches like
surrealist sculptures,
Searchers, lechers, seeking substitutes for truth
tread the sidewalks.

The age of apathy is here,
Indifference reigns supreme,

The shy, the sly skulk like chiaroscuro figures on a
landscape

George wrote: 'Someone asked me once why all
my poems are sad. I replied that I cannot paint in
a tone of gold what I see in a tone of grey.'
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Their souls, goals a secret, even to themselves,
The stars and bars throw down and out their light
Whilst the moon guides and the mist hides these
creatures of the night.

Sirens scream in adjacent street
Punctuated by the percussion of gunfire,
The everyday symphony of blitz-torn Beirut,
Where death, horror, terror
Are the only politics that prevail.

Cats howl, harlots scowl thru another hour without
hope,
Insomniacs follow tram-like tracks - to some
terminus they grope,
While those who get high, like seagulls fly, to
Washington Square for dope.

Violence is echoed with violence
As yet more blood is spilt and sacrificed
On the altar of anarchy.

The sailor, flushed with youth, vermouth and
successful sex,
Smiling, beguiling, crosses The Bowery with its
sidewalks of human wrecks,
Daylight dawns as the sailor yawns, ship-bound to
scrub the decks.

Through it all, so called civilised, Christian
countries
Watch the mother on TV clutching the corpse of
her child
While their defence departments sell even more
arms
To dismember legs, lives.

The sun dispels to their separate hells the children
of the night,
As workers reap, these vampires creep into crypts
and out of sight
Their nameless sins, and endless gins add to their
piteous plight.

All through history, innocent bystanders
Have become the sacrificial lamb of ideology.
The cycle of cruelty continues without end,
Only seasons remain steady as thousands of lives
are lost
In Lebanon's senseless holocaust.

New York revolves till once more day dissolves
into neurotic neon signs,
Waking, aching, our nocturnal nomads whine,
Negroes croon, as the pallid moon is pinned to the
skyline.

(George Miller - June 1986)
'Scotland'

Drunks, punks, tramps, scamps, tourists and
touts,
The straight, the gay come out to play, or search
for prey,
Dreaming, scheming, screaming their way
Towards tomorrow, sorrow or anarchy.

Scotland, O Scotland, I love ye yet,
The thistle and the tartan I ne'er will forget,
Fond memories will haunt me by night and by day
Of kind-hearted kinsman who wish me to stay
But a journey is imminent, and I must depart
Though Scotland forever will stay in my heart,
The thistle and tartan I ne'er will forget,
Scotland, O Scotland, I love ye yet.

(George Miller, New York - October 1979)

(George Miller - 1963)

'Enigma'

'On the Boulevard de la Madelaine'

I wander through the graveyard of the night
Where shadows search in silence for their souls
A church clock in the distance gently tolls
As frightened faces flee the morning light.

Anarchistic thoughts threaten my brain
As I forget the definition of my name,
Waiting on the Boulevard de la Madeleine.
My hopes are built on cellophane,
Optimism seems in vain
Here on the Boulevard de la Madeleine.

The search for paradise goes on in vain
Fugitives, whose eyes are sad and lost,
Pursuing passing visions in their pain
Not knowing what the universe will cost.

Still I keep our rendezvous in the rain,
For I must see him once again
On the Boulevard de la Madeleine.

(George Miller)
'The Sacrifice'

Under the lime trees, shadowed by shame,
Tears fall from the branches, and I rain
Upon the Boulevard de la Madeleine.

An anguished mother crouches,
Cupping her dead child's head in her hands,
Too numb to cry, too weak to pray, too weary to
hope,
She sits amidst the rubble and rumble of war.

Notre Dame tolls, increasing my pain,
Accompanied by the percussion of the rain,
While patience prevents me from going insane.
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explaining to a friend that the following day he was
going to Ray’s Jazz at Foyles to hear Victoria
Newton, then the Royal Festival Hall and then
Shino’s. “Three gigs in a day. That’ll do me,” he
said as though anything less would be like putting
his feet up.

He is two hours late, yet I remain
On the Boulevard de la Madeleine
With the image of a crucifixion in vain.
I shall stand forever saturated in rain
For we MUST meet again
Here on the Boulevard de la Madeleine.

Another remarkable thing is the quality of
musicians who appear. On this particular evening
it was The New Couriers led by Martin Drew, who
is no slouch as a drummer having held that
position at one time in the Oscar Peterson Trio.
The rest of the members
were Mornington Lockett
(tenor sax), Jim Hart (vibes),
Robin Aspland (piano) and
Laurence Cottle (electric
bass).

But shall we ever meet again?
The question forms like a blood-red stain
Along the Boulevard de la Madeleine.
Suddenly I start to rain,
Drowning the Boulevard de la Madeleine
As it floods towards the secrets of the Seine.
(George Miller - conceived Paris 1962, born
London 1966, revised 1974)

The music of The New Couriers harks back to the
famous Jazz Couriers with its twin sax attack of
Tubby Hayes and Ronnie Scott. But whereas its
previous version had followed this model, its
scope had been broadened by opting to replace
one of the saxes with vibes in order to pay tribute
to Tubby Hayes and Victor Feldman, both multiinstrumentalists who included vibes playing
amongst their talents.

'Youth and Death'
The hand of Death lies on my heart
And bids me this vile world depart
To seek the path that must be trod
If Man would make his way to God.
Yes, though I wear the badge of youth
I cannot hide the solemn truth
That Death will soon take me away
To where we all shall meet one day.

From the first number, Down In The Village
(written by Tubby Hayes), through to the last,
Seven steps To Heaven (written by Victor
Feldman), the band swung prodigiously and the
robust dynamism of Mornington Lockett and the
exuberant talent of Jim Hart were always to the
fore.

But I am glad to die so young
Before the tyrant Age has sprung
Upon my body, to decay
My youth and beauty, day by day.
When Death is near, we cannot stay
So go with gladness on the way
To God and Heaven, the gate of Life
And leave behind this world of strife.

Along the way Opus Ocean (written by Clark Terry
for Tubby), Stella By Starlight (written by Victor
Young and arranged by Tubby Hayes), Johnny
One Note (written by Jimmy Deuchar), and Some
Of My Best Friends Are Blues (one of the few
numbers written by Ronnie Scott) were given a
thorough going over.

(George Miller - 1962)









The London African Jazz Festival at
the South Bank – 8-29 May 2004

JAZZ JUNCTION

Another year on and this festival was back for the
second time with some of the top names of
African music. I couldn’t have got to see them all,
even if I had wanted to, but I did enjoy those I did
see.

The New Couriers at the Royal Festival
Hall – 29 May 2004
There is nothing quite like Commuter Jazz in the
foyer of the Royal Festival Hall. But one should
not be taken in by believing that a large proportion
of the audience are oldies on a weekly treat and
have to be in bed by nine. Not a bit of it. I heard
one guy in his late sixties, who was clearly a
subscriber to Keith’s maxim (if not his magazine),

After the festival had been blessed by a short
prayer and the spilling of water on the stage, it
opened with Kunle Olasaju, a guitarist and singer
who has played with the best in Nigerian music.
The band comprised percussion, drums
keyboards, saxophone, bass and rhythm guitars,
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and two female singers.
The music was
described as afro-funk as opposed to afro-beat
but it was the same infectious call to dance.

Thomas Mapfumo was dressed in black and, with
his dreadlocks tied at the back in a sort of bun and
his receding or shaved hairline, he looked as if he
was sporting a conch shell. He sang turning
sideways and bending his body as if singing into
the ground. Later he started to crouch right down,
resting one hand on a monitor speaker as though
he was struggling to hear the music.

King Wasiu Ayinde (or King Wasiu Ayinde
Marshal according to the CD in my possession) is
one of the leading figures in Nigeria’s fuji music
scene. He was supported by The Ultimate Band
whose emphasis was on percussion with four
talking drums plus conventional drums. And
instead of being female, the two backing singers
were male. London’s Nigerians were out in force,
having their own call and response with King
Wasiu.
The polyrhythmic percussion though
attracted not just the Nigerians in the audience to
shimmy and shake in an outstanding set of dance
music.

He told us that we were ‘listening to the songs that
helped liberate Zimbabwe’ and that they were
‘mostly revolutionary songs’.
He made no
comment about the current political situation in
Zimbabwe but as long ago as 1989 his song
Corruption, an attack on the government of Robert
Mugabe, was banned from the airwaves. The
dancers thronged the front of the stage to capacity
from the first number and they remained, swaying
and shaking, for over an hour and a half of richly
hypnotic music.

Koko Kayinda provided a comparatively short set
of Congolese rumba with a band which included
two keyboards, three guitars and drums. The
leader, one of Africa’s all-time great drummers,
stood front stage behind a pair of conga drums
and started off as lead vocalist with responses
from three variously attired male vocalists to his
right. But gradually he allowed the specialists to
take over as their harmonies weaved in and out of
the insistent rhythms and the sweet tenor of ‘the
guy in the green shirt’ (I didn’t catch his name)
topped it off. After a slow start the dancers in the
audience filled the space in front of the stage and
it was no surprise that they brought the band back
for an encore.

Sierra Leone’s Abdul Tee-Jay has earned
notoriety for his pan-African music and he
introduced his band as coming from Sierra Leone
and Montserrat, with himself coming from
Peckham! This variety seemed to enhance the
music in which the ringing tones of his guitar
stunned and dominated. At times he seemed to
be employing a sort of reverb which was
reminiscent of Robert Ward. He was assisted in
vocals by a female fellow Sierra Leonian whose
fringed black dress was perfect to show off her
gyratory vibrations.
It was a return to the traditional sounds and
rhythms of Manding music for Guinea’s Mory
Kanté. In a band which included two guitars,
drums, conga drums, talking drum and djembé,
there were also were two balafons (wooden
xylophones) which had been rested across two
pairs of chairs and were being played seated.
Mory Kanté, wearing what looked like a giant
white duvet cover, sang and produced wondrous
sounds from his kora. He was also supported by
two female singers, one in an orange dress and
the other in green, who sang in eerie piercing
cries.

The best-known exponent of Zimbabwean pop
music is Thomas Mapfumo. He has been
around since the 1960s and is the father of
chimurenga (‘struggle songs’). He appeared with
his band, Blacks Unlimited, which comprised
conga drums, drums, two guitars, two mbiras, and
an all white occasional horn section (two trumpets
and a sax). The two mbira players sat in front of
the drums and on their laps they rested their
instruments, which were housed in half
calabashes making them look like giant
mushrooms.

The music was haunting and intense and was only
broken by a drum interlude led by the djembé
player, when the stage was vacated by Mory and
the other musicians. Even then there were
interventions by two male dancers, who danced
furiously, and the green dress lady, who began
shaking her beaded locks violently as if in
masochistic self-flagellation. When the rest of the
band returned, Mory Kanté introduced ‘La kora
salsa’ and this time the space in front of the stage
was filled with hectic dancing. The audience
refused to let him go and, after some persuading,
he returned for the inevitable Yeke Yeke, a
worldwide hit for him.

His female backing singer was barefoot and
dressed in a loose fitting purple dress. She
danced to the music with jumping and hopping
movements, turning 180 degrees one way and
then back again, and sometimes spinning right
round.
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REGGAE
IRREGULAR

Regina Carter at Ronnie Scott’s – 29
June 2004
The career of Damon Brown has included
working with ska and reggae legends Prince
Buster, Desmond Dekker and Rico but the music
played by his group – Ed Jones (tenor sax), Leon
Greening (piano), Larry Bartley (bass) and Matt
Skelton (drums) – was firmly rooted in the hard
bop tradition.

‘Natty Dread A Weh We Want’ at
Ocean – 16 May 2004
It was an extremely hot night inside Ocean. It was
a night which was sub-titled ‘Lovers Rock Meets
Roots’ with artists assembled from four decades
of Jamaican music. It was also a night of six
beards.

Unusually for Ronnie’s there were some sound
problems at the beginning, which appeared to be
in the musicians’ monitors rather than on the
audience side. However by the third number, the
Tad Dameron written On A Misty Night, Damon
was able to relax. He played with economy of
style but was also able to raise the temperature as
on Blues For JW. Ed Jones was rumbustious and
top marks go to Leon Greening whose funky
playing was infectious throughout.

First beard to hit the stage was Junior Murvin
dressed in a loose fitting royal blue top with three
quarter length sleeves. Famed for his falsetto, he
drew applause for the long note he held on the
opener Roots Train. Numbers such as Cool Out
Son and Bad Man Posse were equally warmly
received. But it was his biggest hit Police And
Thieves (about justice on the street), which got
Coliseum-like roars of approval. This was surely
the point to end his set. However he has
obviously retained a love of the ballads which he
grew up singing and Nat King Cole’s
Unforgettable, dedicated to ‘the ladies in the
house’, was sung a capella with a suspiciously
unprepared-looking backing band watching on.

The only down point was the return of some
earsores to the venue, which drew comment from
Damon that some people like coming to jazz clubs
for a chance to talk. Sadly it was half way through
the headliner’s last set before anyone from the
establishment thought that this anti-social
behaviour was worthy of any attention.
The violin is a rarity in jazz but in the hands of
Regina Carter it has found a capable champion.
Born in Detroit, she took up the instrument at four
and coincidentally for a Motorcity inhabitant
studied using the Suzuki method which places an
emphasis on ear training. Her quintet comprised
David Budway (piano), Chris Lightcap (bass),
Alvester Garnett (drums) and Cuban-born Mayra
Casales (percussion).

The second beard belonged to a man dressed in
white, wearing glasses and hat. This was the
legendary and intensely spiritual Junior Byles
whose set seemed to run back to front. He
started with his classic dread anthem, Beat Down
Babylon, complete with whip actions as he moved
across the stage. He only stopped to drop to one
knee or when he handed something to a member
of the audience. A few moments later he began
frantically to search his pockets as if he had
thrown something away in error. His behaviour on
stage seemed to ebb towards the strange, waving
at members of the band, before the ship steadied
with Heart And Soul. However as words and
memory began to disintegrate on Fade Away, MC
Daddy Ernie came on stage to save him.

Starting out with Prey Loot written by Lucky
Thompson, the music reflected Regina’s love of a
variety of styles. She introduced the theme form
her favourite movie, Black Orpheus, with Spanish
plucking before standing eyes-closed for David
Budway’s introspective exploration. There was
more Latin influence on Centro Habana before a
pair of Pavannes (Ravel and Fauré) ended a
sparkling first set.

The third beard, Linval Thompson, skanked
backwards on to the stage wearing a waistcoat
bearing the colours of the Jamaican flag. He has
a deserved reputation as a producer but on this
night he reminded one and all of his talents as a
singer. His was a thoroughly professional set
whose high points were Baby Father, which was
greeted with wild screams, and the ever popular I
Love Marijuana.

The second set was looser in feel and, in spite of
the inhibitive potential of the violin, the music
continued to swing. The eclecticism continued
with Mandingo (written by Cameroonian Richard
Bona) and Oblivion (written by tango revolutionary
Astor Piazzolla) before turning to classical music
to end with Paganini and Ravel’s My Reverie, on
which
she
borrowed
Ella
Fitzgerald’s
arrangement.

The fourth beard belonged to Cornell Campbell,
another tall man but this time leather was the
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preferred clothing material. Although his roots
contribution of One Hundred Pounds Of Collie met
unified approval, his falsetto vocals (with more
than a hint of Curtis Mayfield), were better suited
to lovers rock. His clear voice rang true on Girl Of
My Dreams and a delighted audience sang along
to I Will Never Change. There was also a ‘guest’
appearance from Junior Byles, who had been
watching from the back of the stage, when he
came forward to fan him with his red
handkerchief.

fashion unfazed by all this mayhem. Of the rest of
his set, Rock With Me Baby was the pick of the
numerous highlights.
It was a marathon event with some terrific
performances and some amusingly eccentric
behaviour by Junior Byles. I wondered to my
friend Junior Jazzbo if it had been caused by
breathing in too much of the rarefied Hackney air
but he told me that it was down to the strength of
the pineapple juice. Sometimes I think Mr Jazzbo
takes me for a quashie.

After a timely break, there was an almost
impeccably observed minute’s silence to show
respect for the contributions to reggae music of
the recently departed Clement ‘Coxsone’ Dodd.
Unfortunately a few idiots avoidably made
themselves known, only to receive the just ire of
Daddy Ernie.

Dave Carroll









Gang Meet Up
th
will be on Friday October 8 at the
Chandos in St Martin’s Lane

Completing a nap hand of beards and looking
dapper in a light brick-red outfit and matching
shoes was Horace Andy. A prolific artist with a
haunting voice, he is highly respected and not just
because of his professional demeanour. There
were also serious messages with Elementary,
Money Money and Cuss Cuss. And Skylarking
drew inevitable screams. However his softer side
was evident on Natty Dred A Weh She Want
which was a welcome treat for all the lovers rock
fans in the house.

(for further details/directions contact Keith
Woods via the usual channels) from 18:30
hours onwards. Depart for a meal at approx.
20:15. We intend to dine at the soon to close
‘New Piccadilly Restaurant’, just off
Piccadilly, which is celebrating the best part
of a century’s existence, first opening its
doors in 1919. I look forward to seeing as
many of you as possible.

Starting with None Shall Escape The Judgement
was the final beard of the evening dressed in
white with brown woolly hat and carrying a
shoulder bag. A bulky man with long dreadlocks,
Johnny Clarke is also the possessor of a superb
voice and he was on great form, overcoming what
became a Junior Byles sideshow.
Early in the set Junior Byles appeared on stage
and started throwing something from his pocket.
A lady in white tried to lead him off but he flicked
his hand at her and started dancing. Johnny
Clarke continued unperturbed and raised Junior
Byles’ hand aloft (perhaps hoping that he would
accept the applause and leave). However, on the
next song, Junior Byles’ behaviour became even
more eccentric as he ‘Kung Fu’ kicked imaginary
opponents, threw something from his pocket,
stuck an unlit cigarette up his nose, before
following Johnny Clarke across the stage holding
out his lighter. After a bout of sprinting on the
spot, he took his shoes off and started clapping.
Then he sat down to put them back on. Someone
(I can’t remember who) came on and took one
shoe so that he would follow him off. This only
served to rile Junior Byles who took the remaining
shoe off and threw it after his protagonist before
eventually leaving the stage himself.

Have a great month.

Keith Woods








'Tales From The Web'
As I type this, the Artful Dodger is also still typing
away, improving the 'Tales From The Woods'
website. If you wanna take a look, the web
address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

Johnny Clarke continued to perform in superlative
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

was an important transitional record for Darin. It
still had something of a Rock’n’Roll feel, and it
was still the teenage audience which made it a hit.
But it also gave Darin the opportunity to croon, to
show off the more traditional singing style he was
using in his nightclub act. More and more, adults
started to take notice of Bobby Darin. When he
performed "Dream Lover" on the "Ed Sullivan
Show" in May 1959, the audience saw a suave
entertainer snapping his fingers, twirling, and
shrugging his shoulders with the beat of the song.
He came across with the confidence and polish of
a showman twice his age.

Interesting piece on Bobby Darin courtesy of
Dik de Heer.
(Part 5)
DREAM LOVER / BULLMOOSE
- Date: Thursday, March 5, 1959
- Location : Atlantic Studio, New York City
- Producers : Ahmet Ertegun and Jerry Wexler
- Engineer : Tom Dowd
- Songs recorded: Dream Lover (Darin),
Bullmoose (Darin)
- Personnel: Bobby Darin, vocals; Neil Sedaka,
piano; other details unknown.

Darin explained the songwriting process behind
his most often covered and commercial
songwriting effort: "I had just discovered the CAm-F-G7 progression on the piano," he said. "I
stretched them out and I like the space I felt in
there, and the words just flowed."

During the week of March 5, 1959, Bobby's thencurrent single, "Plain Jane" was at # 38 in the
Billboard charts (for the second week). It would be
its peak position. Four weeks later, the record
would drop off the charts. "Mack the Knife" (as
well as the eleven other songs for the "That's All"
album) had already been recorded, but not yet
released. (Al DiOrio gives March 23, 1959, as the
release date of the LP.)

The arrangement of "Dream Lover" differed from
Darin's earlier rock productions in that strings and
background vocalists were used rather than a
saxophone section.
And Bleiel goes on to comment on "Bullmoose":
Although it did not become a hit, "Bullmoose" is
perhaps the greatest Rock’n’Roll record Darin
ever made. It features a loud, Holly-like electric
guitar and absolutely wild piano playing that is
very uncharacteristic of Sedaka. (Apparently Bleiel
never heard "I Go Ape" and "Ring A Rockin'" Dik) Exuberant vocals from Darin are the icing on
the rocking cake. "Bullmoose" could actually
qualify as a great lost fifties Rock’n’Roll gem, and
those who doubt Darin's credentials as a
Rock’n’Roller should give this side a listen.

Only two songs were recorded during this threehour session, but they are among the best
recordings of Bobby's career. The arrangement of
"Dream Lover" was more sophisticated than on
his previous records and this, allied to more
elaborate production, accounted for the 32 takes it
allegedly took to complete the recording.
For this particular session, Bobby was happy to
have someone else take care of the piano playing
so that he could concentrate on singing. The
pianist in question was none other than Neil
Sedaka, who had only scored one hit until then,
"The Diary" (still at # 47 in that particular week),
but his second RCA single, "I Go Ape" was about
to enter the Hot 100, in mid-March. On "Dream
Lover", Sedaka's piano is barely audible, but he
surely makes his presence felt on "Bullmoose".

(Quotes from: Jeff Bleiel, That's All : Bobby Darin
On Record, Stage & Screen. New York :Popular
Culture Ink, 1994, page 21, 23. With thanks to
Marilyn Brown.)
I agree that "Bullmoose" is Bobby's best rocker. In
fact, when I joined the Shakin_All_Over (Internet)
list in February 2000, I made no secret of the fact
that "Bullmoose" is my favorite Darin record,
period. Perhaps some of you remember that
(long) post. The song also came out on top when
there was a Darin poll on the Shakin' All Over list,
which concentrates on rock 'n' roll from the 19551962 period.

Jeff Bleiel writes:
"Dream Lover" was built on a Latin dance rhythm,
a shuffle beat called cha-lypso. The song was a
subtle move from simplistic rock and roll structure
to songs designed to appeal to an older audience.
"Dream Lover" was his third million seller.
Of all the songs Darin ever wrote, "Dream Lover"
is the one that has stood the test of time and
become a true pop standard. It has been recorded
by Rick Nelson, Glen Campbell, Dion, Tony
Orlando, Johnny Nash, Don McLean, Ben E. King
and the Paris Sisters, among others.

The guitar sound on "Bullmoose" is certainly more
aggressive than on any previous Atco recording.
It's a pity that no information is available about the
identity of this guitarist. It's probably a well-known
NYC session man, but I don't believe it's someone
who had played guitar on Bobby's earlier Atco
tracks.

"Dream Lover," which reached # 2 in June 1959,
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"Dream Lover"/"Bullmoose" was released as Atco
6140 on April 6, 1959. Billboard made it a
"Spotlight winner of the week" : "Darin has two
potent sides that should keep him on the charts.'
Dream Lover' is a medium rhythm side that is
chanted strongly over fine ork support.
'Bullmoose' is a rocker, and Darin presents it with
drive." "Dream Lover" entered the Billboard charts
in the week of April 20 (at # 90), peaked at # 2,
and stayed on the Hot 100 for 17 weeks. In the
United Kingdom it was # 1 for four weeks.





performers submitted their material. Not all were
household names, but that's what Bob wanted.
Where else were they going to get proper
recognition for their part in the creation of rock
and roll music?
Also added to the web site were volunteer feature
writers, reviewers, columnists, and contributors
from around the world, thus making the Rockabilly
Hall of Fame "the" most popular on-line source for
the roots of rock and roll history. Today, the
RHOF has correspondents in Canada, France,
England and Italy. Many high school teachers and
college professors use the RHOF as a learning
tool, while the major media often checks in for
more information on a certain artist or historical
fact.



ONE MAN'S DREAM:
To Preserve Early Rock History and Give
Recognition to Those Who Made it Happen

The Rockabilly Hall of Fame's efforts go beyond
the Internet. For several years in a row the RHOF
has hosted stage shows in Wisconsin, Las Vegas,
Nashville, Memphis, etc. Many legendary and
current rockabilly artists have had the chance to
perform in front of live audiences.

Bob Timmers, a part time musician in the late
'50s and through the ‘60s, from Wisconsin, has
pursued his dream to find the lesser known
originators of rock and roll music, document their
history and preserve their music.

One of the unforeseen benefits Bob derived from
managing the RHOF was to meet dozens of the
artists he idolized as a teenager. Among those he
has befriended are Billy Haley's Comets, Gene
Vincent's Blue Caps, The Crickets, Scotty Moore,
D.J. Fontana, Billy Lee Riley, Narvel Felts, Charlie
Gracie, James Burton...

In 1996 Bob visited Cleveland's Rock & Roll Hall
of Fame and found that the displays primarily
featured artists from the '60s and '70s. Being in
high school when rock and roll started, he had a
different slant on how early rock and roll history
should be presented.

The Rockabilly Hall of Fame has had an
interesting effect on some of the early rockers
who were once sitting home in retirement. It has
placed them back into the limelight and
encouraged them to record and to perform again,
thus making thousands of old and new fans
happy.

Returning home, he shared his experience on a
rockabilly music e-mail discussion group,
suggesting that someone should research and
publish the names of all the early rockers one
could find, probably on the Internet, as it would be
cost effective. Timmers wound up being
nominated and took on the task. The first and
biggest step was to obtain the most complete list
of performers that could be found. Discussion
group member Joe Wajgel offered his massive
database of over 5000 names and Bob was off
and running

In the first seven years of the Rockabilly Hall of
Fames' existence Bob has managed to obtain a
large variety of new and old rockabilly music
tracks. This, in turn, has developed into a series of
compilations and solo albums released on the
Rockabilly Hall of Fame record label. CDs, Tshirts, hats, bumper stickers and other
merchandise is available to rockabilly fans
everywhere.

After several weeks of Internet coding, on March
21, 1997 Bob initiated the Rockabilly Hall of Fame
on the web (www.rockabillyhall.com). At that time,
it was just an alphabetical listing of old rock and
rollers with some of their songs.

Bob had the foresight to get the Rockabilly Hall of
Fame name registered and trademarked with the
U.S. government, heading off any potential name
infringements that may confuse the general
public. This RHOF is the real deal with a capital ®!

Within weeks Bob started getting letters, e-mails
and phone calls with the same basic question:
"Why is my father up there?", "Why is my grandpa
posted on your site?" and "How did I get listed on
your web site?". After Bob informed them about
the database he suggested that they submit a bio
and some photos and he would do a profile on
them.

After running the operation from his hometown in
Appleton, Wisconsin for three years Bob moved to
Tennessee, where he currently resides. This put
him in better contact with the music's roots and
original performers. The office location he

Over the next several years, hundreds of veteran
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selected is in small vintage recording studio in
Burns, TN. This studio, Burns Station Sound, is
one of the best unknown historical landmarks in
the South. In Bob's opinion this studio has a better
sound than Sun and has recorded as many or
more musical legends in its time. More
information on the studio can be found at
www.rockabillyhall.com/studio.html.

This has been taken from an Internet chat group
but Charlie Gracie Jnr tells an interesting story
about some of his dad's recordings.
Tony Wilkinson
While going through some old e-mails yesterday, I
suddenly realised that I never responded to your
questions. I apologise for that. Believe me, my
father receives a ton of e-mails each week and
sometimes I have a difficult time keeping up,
especially when I'm teaching during the school
year. I am, by the way, finished for the summer!

When Bob moved to Tennessee he also found
himself in the heartland of country music, and
because early rock and roll and traditional country
music have such close ties, it was inevitable that a
sister website needed to be created. Thus, The
Traditional
Country
Hall
of
Fame
(www.countryhall.com) was born.

THE BLACKJACK ALBUM: Yes, this was
recorded and released on the heels of the London
(Decca) LP: CHARLIE GRACIE: THE CAMEOPARKWAY SESSIONS which was on the market
in 1978-79. The album sold 25,000 copies in the
UK and in Europe at that time - a good amount for
a performer who hadn't been on the charts in 21
years AND who hadn't performed overseas for the
same amount of time!

Obviously, the pioneers of rockabilly and country
music cannot live forever. There is an amazingly
large number of younger musicians "carrying the
torch". The RHOF proudly features these
performers in its 2nd Generation listings.
Since its conception, Timmers desired to make
this his mission in life, but that was not without
sacrifice as large amounts of time and life savings
were expended in the years that followed. His life
was changed forever as he became married to
the music.

Graham Baker, who worked for London-Decca,
learned from Steve Ainsely, one of my father's
most devoted fans, that Charlie Gracie was
indeed, still an active performer playing clubs and
resorts, mostly on the Eastern Coast of the U.S.
Baker contacted my father's manager, the late
Bernie Rothbard (dad and Bernie had a
partnership that lasted 36 years on a handshake!)
and told him: "judging by the sales of the LondonDecca LP, you should truly consider seeking out
some bookings in the U.K."

So, after exhausting nearly all of his resources to
continue his dream, the next logical step was to
seek help by obtaining non-profit 501(c)(3) status
so that outside contributions could be made as tax
deductible donations. To accomplish this a
separate corporation was formed in 2004,
Rockabilly Music Preservation Inc., in hopes that
federal, corporate and personal assistance can be
found. Yes, rockabilly needs your help to preserve
one of America's timeless music genres. For more
information
see
the
website:
www.preserverockabilly.org.
The basic goals of Rockabilly Music Preservation,
Inc. are: (1) To do a number of recording sessions
with veteran/legendary performers, and current
rockabilly related artists, and (2) To host rockabilly
concerts using legendary performers and young
talent that perform early Rock’n’Roll music. This
will give elder performers a chance to perform
again and provide much needed exposure for the
newer talent... all for the purpose of keeping
rockabilly music alive.

Shaky Lee with Charlie Gracie

Bernie flew over to Britain and met with Baker and
Ainsely and was introduced to a few agents that
wanted to book Charlie Gracie. Bernie decided
that Paul Barrett was the "real deal" and began
working through him. My father still books through
Paul to this day!

This has become more than one man's dream
and passion. It has become an historical
necessity... to give recognition to "all" performers
who helped create rock and roll music.





Baker, up to that time, seemed to be a "straight
shooter," but would soon betray what we saw on
the exterior. Baker did set the deals with Blackjack
and Big Beat Records and received about
$10,000 to produce the backing tracks. My father
fortunately received his fee up front!
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The sessions over here took place in late May or
early June of 1980. We did have fun joking around
at the studio, but my father had the huge task of
trying to salvage so many of the tunes. I believe
my father's best LP cut overseas was the
AMAZING GRACIE LP produced by Dave Travis,
a fine person and equally fine musician!
I hope I provided some interesting fodder and
answered your questions as well. Thanks for your
interest! Sincerely, Charlie, Jr.



Charlie D with Charlie G

Baker stepped down from his position with
London-Decca and appeared to be starting a new
venture by producing vintage rockers like Charlie
Gracie. Graham had a partner, whose name
escapes me, but I recall him as mysterious and
bizarre - as was Baker! The people who owned
Blackjack (Raoul Reniers, Phillip and Irene Guisti)
were very nice and were quite enthusiastic to have
Charlie Gracie record on their label.







Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

When Graham and his partner arrived in the USA
with the backing tracks, we went into a studio on
the New Jersey side of the Delaware River to
finish off my dad's vocals and overdub his guitar
work. Problem was, most of the tracks were not
done in the proper key, and dad often had to
reconstruct entire songs, playing not only his
guitar, but bass and drums too!!!

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Freddie Fingers Lee, whom dad loves, did a great
job on the piano and cut his parts before the tapes
were flown over here.
When the final mixes came back, Baker and his
"boy wonder" sabotaged the entire project. Vocal
and instrumental parts were not mixed well or left
out entirely. I know my father played his heart out
as best he could in those sessions. You can feel
his energy, but much of it is uneven because the
backing tracks were uneven!

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

A few tracks were passable, but I know my father
does not consider it his best work. Yeah, they
asked me to do some back-up shut on a couple
tunes. I also recall a truly great sax player who
came in to do the instrumental break on ‘Love
Doll’. His name was Mike Reinig.









Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

Anyway, we all had great hopes for a really nice
album, dad's first lengthy sessions in years. I'm
happy that you like the album, but it could have
been much greater. Baker took his money, ran off
and was never heard from again! My father
actually liked him at the outset, and for the life of
us, we couldn't figure out why he self-destructed.
Some speculated that he had a drug problem and
needed fast money - then he vanished!

Two things have been on my conscience for
around 40 years, and I just have to confess or
else I'll end up trying to commit Hara Kiri (however
you spell that) by locking myself in a room
listening to House, Garage and Rap all day long.
This
now
worldwide
association
of
rockabilly/Rock’n’Roll/Country Music with the
Confederate Flag (a symbol now considered
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'politically incorrect', certainly in many parts of the
USA, but read my article in a past issue of TFTW
in which I argue it is as legit as the Union Jack.) I
have a suspicion I may have been at least partly
responsible for this.

Very many thanks for your letter and issues 37/38
of TFTW. I smiled at the “Remember you’re only
young twice” as it is my wife’s unchangeable view
that I haven’t reached maturity the first time… so
there’s no way I could regress to being young
again. In any case I think age is a state of mind
and whilst I don’t, say, bend over or get up from
kneeling on the floor after decorating as quickly as
I used to that’s simply unavoidable as you get
older but how you feel reflects on how you
behave!

Back in 1964 I started writing to fellow Jerry
Lee/Little Richard/Rock’n’Roll fan, Screamin' Dee
Snoble, who then lived on the borders of Dixie.
She introduced me to the Rebel Flag, which I'd
never seen depicted before, or if I had, I certainly
didn't know what it was. I immediately fell in love
with it, such an aesthetically pleasing design and
colour combination, quite apart from the fact it
represents Dixie which gave us such wonderful
music and that great Southern drawl. And you all
know I love almost ANYTHING that could be
loosely described as a Red Flag!

With regards to the mag, I think it’s superb!! I
must say that the paper quality, layout etc. etc. of,
say, Now Dig This is probably unbeatable but
that’s obviously reflected in the price. Your mag
took me nearer to the days of Boppin’ News,
Memphis, Sun Sound, Cat Talk, New
Kommotion etc. which were produced reflecting
the equipment of the time but what comes through
clearly is the love of the music. Your mag seems
to cover a fairly broad spectrum so there will
always be something for everybody.

Dee sent me a little Rebel Flag,
which I stuck on to a Jerry Lee
Lewis t-shirt and wore to gigs. I
have a photo of myself wearing it
back in 1966. Some years later the first
rockabillies adopted this little flag as part of their
uniform. Indeed I had one sewn above the pocket
of my denim jacket (which I still have). This was
what ALL rockabillies in the UK were wearing in
the 1970s. From there, the Rebel Flag just
appeared everywhere our kind of music was
played. But I can't claim all the credit, or take all
the guilt. On the 1966 Jerry Lee tour a coach party
of us fans arrived late from London for Jerry Lee's
show in Birmingham. Rushing down the central
aisle during his second number to find our seats,
one of our number (not me) was waving a huge
Dixie flag, and the audience cheered as our band
of Rebel troops arrived. Robert E. Lee woulda
been proud of us - better late than never!
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I was going to come along on the 19 March as I’d
love to renew my acquaintance with Tony Papard
but unfortunately it clashes with something else
which is already booked.
Regards, all the best
Mike Robinson

Hi All!
Someone in the 'Tales From The Woods'
magazine has been spreading rumours that I'm
some sort of impostor! Who is this 'Peter
Chacksfold' guy anyway? My career might have
been a bit quiet lately, but watch out for 'The
Witches of Eastwick 2'! Cher, Michelle Pfeiffer &
Susan Sarandon won't be with me this time,
though I think I've found some ideal
replacements...

Around a year later I was at a Chuck Berry show I
believe, when I was chatting to a guy in a drape
jacket who was far too young to have been an
original Teddy Boy. He said you could still get
authentic Ted suits or jackets made up by
Burton's the tailors. I put this information in my
amateur magazine, 'The Bop Cat', and some of
the original Teds were none to happy about my
encouraging a new generation of 'plastic Teds'. I
had no idea then I would be giving
Showaddywaddy ideas for their very unauthentic
stage costumes.
To all those I may have offended by my foolish
youthful behaviour may I say most sincerely Bollocks! I've now got four Teddy boy jackets and
several Rebel Flags, and I'm keeping all of 'em!
Yours Sincerely,
Tony 'The Reb Ted' Papard

Best wishes and good luck with the mag.

Jack Nicholson
Hi Keith,
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‘Breakaway’ in her act, which was up to her usual
high standards.
Bobby Bland fronted his own eight piece
orchestra, and showed commanding presence as
he performed a selection of gospel infected blues
numbers in his smooth vocal style with the
occasional sort of warbling growl for good
measure.
th

On Sunday the 24 it was over to the Royal
Festival Hall for BB King. The show began with
support act Roy Rogers showing his hard hitting
electric blues style and fine slide guitar virtuosity,
which obviously owed something to the sounds of
Robert Johnson.
BB King put on a masterly performance with his
strong passionate voice and carefully delivered
classy guitar licks. He was in top form despite
th
being only a couple of months short of his 69
birthday, and his accompanying musicians were
as professional as ever.







Here is the best selling singles chart for the
th
week ending 7 July 1956 courtesy of NME
1. I’ll Be Home – Pat Boone (London)
2. Lost John – Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
3. All Star Hit Parade – Various Artists (Decca)
4. Heartbreak Hotel – Elvis Presley (HMV)
5. Hot Diggity – Perry Como (HMV)
6. Shake Rattle And Roll – Bill Haley
(Brunswick)
7. Bluebottle Blues – The Goons (Decca)
8. Experiments With Mice – Johnny Dankworth
(Parlophone)
9. Wayward Wind – Gogi Grant (London)
10. No Other Love – Ronnie Hilton (HMV)
11. My September Love – David Whitfield
(Decca)
12. Wayward Wind – Tex Ritter (Capitol)
13 Why Do Fools Fall In Love – Frankie Lymon
and The Teenagers (Columbia)
14 Blue Suede Shoes – Elvis Presley (HMV)
15. A Tear Fell – Teresa Brewer (Vogue/Coral)
16 Songs For Swingin’ Lovers (LP) – Frank
Sinatra (Capitol)
17 Moonglow/Theme From Picnic – Morris
Stoloff (Brunswick)
18 I’m Walking Backwards For Christmas – The
Goons (Decca)
19 Carousel (LP) – Various Artists (Capitol)
20 Skiffle Session (EP) – Lonnie Donegan
(Nixa)



SHAKY LEE’S JULY
JUBILATION
Ten years ago this month was a good time for
gigs in London, commencing at Shepherds Bush
Empire on the first Saturday for what Keith
described as “the best Johnny Cash gig ever” in
issue 34.
Not much I can add to that except to mention a
superb solo reading of Leonard Cohen’s ‘Bird On
The Wire’, and a spine chilling ‘San Quentin’ that
had the crowd responding loudly just like the
captive audience in the Granada TV documentary
of the same title.
th

On Tuesday the 12 the Astoria was the setting
for the grandly titled Blues Brother/Soul Sister
New Orleans Revue which featured Bobby ‘Blue’
Bland, Irma Thomas and Earl King.
Earl King opened this three hour show and
included ‘Trick Bag’ and ‘Lonely, Lonely Nights’ in
his set, which did tend to become a little selfindulgent at times.

The Enigmatic Vince
Taylor
Although you won’t find the name of Vince Taylor
in The Guinness Book of British Hit Singles he did
record one of the very finest Rock’n’Roll records
that this country ever produced – the scintillating

Irma Thomas with her band, the aptly named
Professionals, who had also backed King,
included ‘Time Is On My Side’, ‘It’s Raining’ and
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‘Brand New Cadillac’. Had he still been alive he
would have been 65 this month.

BOOK REVIEW

Born Brian Maurice Holden in Isleworth, West
th
London on 14 July 1939, the family emigrated to
America in 1946 where they settled in New Jersey
before moving on to California nine years later.
Vince started singing with a local band the
following year. Returning to England with his
brother-in-law they began to frequent the
legendary 2 Is Coffee Bar, which led to the
formation of the band Vince Taylor and his
Playboys.

Cradle of Rock
by Neil Foster
When dear ol’ Ed asked me to review this book
because I have known the author for over thirty
years I initially declined for the exact same
reason. However the offer of a huge fee – a pint
of real ale and a roll-up – persuaded me
otherwise.
So I took on the task hoping I would not have to
be too critical over the work of an old and valued
friend. Well, I needn’t have worried because this
is a genuinely good read, following the fortunes of
The Jaguars, a late fifties fictional Rock’n’Roll
group who are struggling to find fame in their
home town of Liverpool and so move to London
for a better chance of stardom - just a matter of
weeks before Merseymania sets in!

Securing a Parlophone recording contract the
debut single, ‘I Like Love/Right Behind You Baby’
- featuring future Shadows Brian ‘Liquorice’
Locking on bass and drummer Brian Bennett
along with guitarists Tony Sheridan and Tony
Harvey - was released in late 1958.
The follow-up was issued in April 1959 coupling
Taylor’s composition ‘Brand New Cadillac’ with a
passable version of the ballad ‘Pledging My Love’.
This time the guitar sound came courtesy of
session man Joe Moretti who was later to supply
that startling solo on ‘Shakin’ All Over’ for Johnny
Kidd.

The novel mirrors some of the true life
experiences of the author who played tenor sax in
just such a band at that time, so there is no need
to check out any facts mentioned in the plot. Neil
actually began writing this tale in 1964, put it aside
for twenty years before finishing it off, and then
took another twenty years to get it published! So
it has obviously been a labour of love.

The record narrowly missed out on the top twenty,
and on being released by Parlophone Vince
moved to Palette Records for whom he recorded
‘I’ll Be Your Hero/Jet Black Machine’ which spent
four weeks in the Record Mirror chart peaking at
number 15 in October 1960. The following July
saw the release of ‘Watcha Gonna Do’ coupled
with ‘Move Over Tiger’, a song written for him by
Chas McDevitt and Shirley Douglas.

It’s all here, told with typical Scouse humour, wit
and honesty – the music, the beer, the girls and
the fights. I don’t want to go into much detail or
you might not go out and buy it for yourselves,
which would be a shame.

Relocating to France Vince Taylor became one of
their top stars, pulling in the crowds to witness his
wild live performances where, dressed in leather a
la Gene Vincent, he would lift the microphone
stand into the air, sing whilst laying on his back,
and dive on top of the piano.

Suffice it to say that if you recall your teenage
years with warmth and affection this will rekindle
old memories and tickle you pink. If you can’t
remember so long ago this story will bring lots of
fond memories flooding back and bring a smile to
your face. The clever ending evokes a sense of
déjà vu.

Signing for leading French label Barclay, Taylor
recorded a succession of titles mainly in a
Rock’n’Roll vein, but being something of a
wayward character and becoming increasingly
unreliable the fervour began to evaporate.

I can honestly say that I found the book hard to
put down, it is most enjoyable and made me
chuckle a good number of times. The print is a
decent size too – just the thing for tired old eyes.
Congratulations Neil on an entertaining book
debut – hope the next one doesn’t take as long!

A move to Switzerland in 1983 saw him marrying
Nathalie Minster. Vince Taylor sadly passed away
th
at his home near Lausanne on the morning of 28
August 1991.

Recommended to Woodies everywhere.
Published by Top F Books, 45A Junction Lane,
Sutton, St Helens, Merseyside WA9 3JN (Tel:
01744-820966). Price £7.95
Lee Wilkinson

Looking forward to next month, Linda Gail Lewis
will be appearing at the Half Moon in Putney on
st
Saturday 21 August. Be there or be square.
Wacky Wilkinson
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SHOW REVIEW

audience calling for more. A duet with Odetta on
‘Needed Time’ and an emotional reading of
Reverend Gary Davis’ ‘I Heard The Angels
Singing’ sealed a superb show.
Lee Wilkinson

Eric Bibb/Charlie Musselwhite
Barbican Hall, June 4th



This concert came about in order to launch the
release of Eric Bibb’s latest album, ‘Friends’, and
was incorporated into the Barbican’s “World Got
The Blues” week.







BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster
ELVIS – A Musical Inventory 1939-55

The first part of the show featured Charlie
Musselwhite, who is one of the most slick and
polished of contemporary harmonica blues
blowers, with his own band comprising Rusty Zinn
on lead guitar, bass, drums and a keyboard player
who switched to guitar on a couple of numbers.

by Richard Boussiron 264 pages Published by
Music Mentor Books, York £17.99

Not being too familiar with his material, ‘Homeless
Child’ was the only song I recognised, but there
was a nice sounding instrumental with Mexican
overtones and one with a Brazilian beat.
Musselwhite’s timing was superb and both he and
his band were highly competent, but whilst most
enjoyable some of it was a little laid-back. After
just half-a-dozen numbers they all trooped off
stage but were ushered back on by the compere
who announced that there had been some
confusion about how long they were supposed to
play for. After a further three tunes they vacated
the stage again before returning to encore with a
rousing ‘Highway 51’.

This book, the result of thirty years research by
record collectors/researchers Samuel Barnes and
Graham Metson (supplemented by Richard
Boussiron’s own researches from 1990), is a
detailed listing of the songs that influenced Elvis in
the beginning: the hymns, spirituals, blues, R & B,
country and pop songs he heard and later used in
his live act. Full playlists (where known) of each
live appearance are printed and the original
version of each song (the one he probably heard
at the time) is traced.

Eric Bibb, with Pete Thompson on drums, Alex
Yeoman on bass and Janne Petersson alternating
between accordion and a Yamaha electric
keyboard, opened with a song he wrote as a
tribute to BB King, ‘Tell Riley’. Musselwhite joined
them for the topical ‘Six O’Clock Blues’. ‘Got To
Do Better’, with a similar message, and the love
paean ‘For You’ preceded the introduction of
special guest Martin Simpson for a take on Guy
Clark’s amusing tale of ‘The Cape’.

The book also includes, for the first time
anywhere, complete details of all the Sun (Elvis)
sessions, taken directly from the personal files of
Marion Keisker, Sam’s secretary, who kept her
own notes on the sessions, which she took with
her when she left Sun in 1957. New information
on previously unknown sessions and erased titles
is revealed.

Simpson demonstrated his tuneful guitar
technique, with some subtle use of slide on
‘Connected’, St Louis Jimmy’s ‘Goin’ Down Slow’
and Taj Mahal’s ‘Lovin’ In My Baby’s Eyes’ with
Bibb in clear and confident voice.
Folk diva Odetta was the final guest, duetting with
Bibb on ‘Tain’t Such A Much’ which they wrote
together over the telephone!
She sang the
traditional song ‘Roberta’ in her expressive well
worn voice as Bibb sat on the edge of the
drummer’s podium seemingly in awe of his
boyhood heroine.

There are several indices, of names, sources etc.
and a list of pre-1956 recordings which Elvis had
in his collection at the time of his death.
This book proves that the last word has still not
been written on Elvis’s Sun period and will be an
essential part of any fan’s library.
THE END

Bibb ended his stint with the romantic ‘Dance Me
To The End Of Love’ which he wrote two days
before the wedding of his eldest son, leaving the
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Doing Me Wrong For So Long : Who's Gonna
Love You : Lets Huddle Up And Cuddle Up : Love
Love Love : I Want To Be Loved : Be Serious :
Lovin' You Lovin' Me : You're Letting Me Down :
You're Gonna Miss Me : Have A Little Mercy :
Sugar Daddy.

Waxo Wilko’s Sad Bits
Here is a report from the Times-Picayune
newspaper dated 03 July 2004 regarding a fire at
J&M in New Orleans. This is where Jerry Lee
Lewis cut his first record - this direct cut, double
sided 78 is reputed to still be at Cecil Harleson's
house:
By Bob Ussery
The former home of Cosimo Matassa's recording
studio, where Fats Domino first recorded, was
heavily damaged in a two-alarm fire on Friday.
A fire at the brick building at the corner of
Rampart and Dumaine streets caused heavy fire
and water damage on the first floor and moderate
fire and water damage on the second floor, where
the fire is believed to have started.

For those of you who didn't pick up on these gems
first time around back in the seventies, or the
more recent Charlys, stop reading, put down your
TFTW and pop down to your local friendly record
shop to buy or order it. Believe me this CD is so
good it will leave you gob smacked, as you
experience some of the greatest scorching
Southern soul ever laid down, from one of soul
music's genuinely unsung female soul singers,
who never achieved the success her talent
deserved.

The building at 838-840 N. Rampart St., once
housed J&M Studio and was designated a historic
landmark in 1999 by the city of New Orleans.
In 1949, producer Dave Bartholomew brought
Fats Domino, then an unknown musician, to J&M
to play in a studio for the first time. Ray Charles,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy Brown, Professor Longhair,
Shirley & Lee, Lloyd Price and Little Richard also
recorded there.

Born in Greenville, South Carolina in 1950, cousin
of Charles (*Independants) Jackson. Her family
were steeped in gospel music, so naturally that
was the path she took, cutting her teeth in local
choirs, until a David Lee offered her a recording
contract. Cutting the doomy 'You're Letting Me
Down'/'You've Been Gone Too Long' in 1971,
released as Ann Sexton and the Masters of Soul
on Lee's Impel label. Masters of Soul were a
group formed by Sexton and husband Melvin
Burton. Lee took the songs to the renowned John
Richbourg, who re released it on his own Seventy
7 label. Although selling heavily in the Southern
States, failed to make any national impressions.

New Orleans Fire Department spokesman Capt.
Terry Hardy said the building manager saw smoke
and flames coming from the first-floor ceiling and
tried to fight the fire with an extinguisher. He then
dialled 911. Fifty-one fire-fighters brought the fire
under control at about 6:45 p.m.









SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

So to this superlative CD. We have twenty two
tracks that focus on Ms Sexton's two giant
Southern soul albums, the ultra rare LOVING
YOU LOVING ME, which was issued on
Richbourg's Seventy 7 label in 1973, and her
second, from 1977, THE BEGINNING, Sound
Stage 7 label, plus a loose seven inch, the
Motownish 'You've Got To Use What You've Got',
are all included here, neatly packaged onto one
shiny round thing. Referring to her discography it
appears the CD contains her entire, too few,
recorded output, minus two tracks.

Welcome to the latest kitchenette.
CD OF THE MONTH
ANN SEXTON...
ANTHOLOGY .Soul
Brother 120
You've Been Gone Too Long : You Got To Use
What You Got : Colour My World Blue : You Can't
Lose With The Stuff I Use : I Had A Fight With
Love : I Still Love You : You're Losing Me : It's All
Over But The Shouting : Come Back Home (I
Know I Did You Wrong) : Keep On Holding On :
I'm His Wife (You're Just A Friend) : You've Been

Every one of the twenty two tracks has its own
individual significance, whether dealing with sex,
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despair or plain ol' Southern tellin' it. Whatever the
subject matter, it showcases Sexton in her finest
light. Writing credits include heavyweights like
Frank O Johnson and Clifford Curry amongst
others, while John Richbourg produced with
scintillating results.

RATING (out of 5) 5+ Soulboys


*Only in TFTW. Coming soon the complete
Charles Jackson story. So order your copy
now.

From the opening track, the storming classic
Northern soul favourite 'You've Been Gone Too
Long', this CD is peppered throughout with such
brilliant soul, it hurts. There are so many good
things here I have this urge to spotlight every
track, but none the less some tracks stay in the
mind and have become long standing favourites.
Like the wonderful up tempo 'I Still Love You', the
slightly chunky, with teasing strings 'Sugar Daddy',
and the majestic 'I Had A Fight With Love', which
is a lilting beater with punchy horns and steady
bass rift driving Sexton's husky delivery of the
story-line "I had a fight with love, and I lost, but
losing ain't as bad as I thought..."

CD EXTRA
LEROY HUTSON....HUTSON (Soul Brother 21)
All Because Of You : I Bless The Day : It's
Different : Cool Out : Lucky Fellow : Can't Stay
Away : So Much Love.
Leroy Hutson is one of the great underrated soul
artists
of
the
seventies, a multi
talented
gifted
producer, notably for
the
two
Curtom
Natural Four albums,
singer, instrumentalist,
and songwriter, co
writer
of
Donny
Hathaway's
masterpiece
'The
Ghetto' to name one.

Deep Southern soul outings come no better than
an R&B chart entry which reached 79, 'I'm His
Wife (You're Just A Friend)' a classic adulterous
tale, with jarring monologue, and impassioned
plea to the other woman to leave her man alone
as she doesn't stand a chance, over a crisp
arrangement, building from a rap intro. Or in the
shape of hypnotic deep ballads like 'Who's Gonna
Love You', the blistering raw corkaroo 'Come
Back Home', or 'Love Love Love', on which our
gal’s cracked up vocals lay her needs on the line,
along with horns swelling for the chorus to
explode into a gospelly final. The beaty Frank O
Johnson penned 'Colour My World Blue' is
essential listening, while the superb ballad 'Be
Serious' is a late night low light Sexton goody.
'You've Been Doing Me Wrong For So Long' is a
justifiable delight, a luxurious woeful tale about
infidelity. Her moving rendition of Paul Kelly's
'You're Gonna Miss Me' is what real soul is all
about, which just scraped into the R&B top fifty.

In early 1971 Leroy Hutson was invited to join the
Impressions as lead singer, after Curtis Mayfield
stepped down to pursue his solo career. The first
Impressions single to feature Hutson, produced by
Mayfield, was 'Love Me' which was a sizeable
R&B hit. His three year plus stay with the
Impressions saw extensive touring, and one
album TIMES HAVE CHANGED. But Hutson, like
his mentor, too had aspirations of a solo career.
What followed throughout the seventies was a
series of slick innovative stylish and critically
acclaimed albums, although none of his seven
solo albums were commercially successful at the
time of release. It was in the late eighties that
interest in Hutson was rekindled, long forgotten,
he finally found long overdue UK recognition as an
underground cult figure via the UK rare soul
scene, resulting in his material being highly sought
after.

My personal favourite is the deep, deep wailing
soul gem, which I never tire of hearing, 'I Want To
Be Loved'. From the opening bars of ponderous
moody music and Sexton's exhortation of "Lord
have mercy" the whole thing positively drips soul,
"It's five o'clock in the morning" she husks as she
calls her man on the phone "come on over I
wanna be loved" she implores "don't say no"
followed by a poignant keyboard ripple, then
Sexton wails and swoops along with the
pedestrian arrangement, laying down some spine
chilling vocals.

This album, his third, originally released in 1975,
features seven excellent tracks each one
containing a heavy slice of quality seventies soul,
with tight rich arrangements and slick production,
displaying Hutson’s seductive voice through
various moods and tempos.
A long time personal favourite is the classic
anthem 'All Because Of You', released as a
single, made 31 R&B, is a creative sophisticated
symphonic soul dance floor classic, propelled by a
lush string arrangement. 'Lucky Fellow' follows the
same format, lolloping orchestration which chugs

This CD is absolutely faultless, soul with a capital
B for brilliant. A magnificent cross section of
Southern soul from Ann Sexton, whose recordings
remain some of the finest soul sessions of the
seventies.
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along nicely, plus half time delights with some
marvellous Henry Gibson percussion work and
Terry Wilson's sax. The instrumental 'Cool Out' is
an unhurried piano lead nod to jazz, brightened by
some marvellous brass that weaves a nice
supporting pattern. 'I Bless The Day' is an
unadulterated smooch orgasmic jewel, with
Hutson's spoken and sweet high tenor riding the
laid back good time feel, with a cute lazy sax
break. 'So Much In Love' is a cool summer tipple,
featuring a female vocal group, cooing out the title
over some stunning sax.

to some sleazy brass, to a hero's welcome "nice
to be home" then sang, no he wailed, 'Across
110th Street', and all memories of long gone soul
were replaced by thoughts of good soul times
about to happen, like they used to do it. The
man's very presence created an atmosphere,
such that the audience was soon on its feet,
reaching with admiration to a lost hero.

The shimmering slinky ballad 'Can't Stay Away' is
an awesome seductive joy, an impeccable blend
of falsetto backing harmonies, unobtrusive strings
that swings nice and easy. 'It's Different' opens
with a sprinkle of bells and groans, before
Hutson’s elegant vocals are displayed coasting
along on a bed of delicious pinching brass,
swirling strings, subtle keyboard, and girlie
backing, on this mid paced exquisite jolly.
It's always welcome to see Hutson reissues,
particularly this re-mastered genuine ranking
masterpiece, which is a stunning collection of
songs impeccably written, arranged, performed
and produced. As Mr Hutson is one of my faves
and this album has always been a regular spin in
the kitchen, I have to award it 5 Soulboys,
although Soul Brother have been a bit mean with
a playing time of only 34 minutes. So I suggest
Hutson virgins should seek out THE VERY BEST
volumes 1 and 2, released by Deepbeats in the
late nineties, where you get all these tracks plus
oodles of rich pickings from the mighty Leroy
Hutson. Also around this time Sequel had this
album out doubled with FEEL THE SPRIT. Good
hunting.
RATING (out of 5) 5+ Soulboys

As he fleshed out the image of the Soul Man in his
love songs, particularly in soaring duets with
Alltrinna Grayson, Bobby worked an audience
starving for no-frills renditions from the best of his
treasure chest of a catalogue. And he responded
in kind, what legacy, 'California Dreamin', 'Nobody
Wants You When You're Down and Out', eased
out over a solid bass and rhythm line. 'Harry
Hippie', step forward Ms Hobo, Alltrinna Grayson,
giving her the first chance to clear her throat, and
Mr Hippie a piece of her mind. 'Daylight', 'I Wish
He Didn't Trust Me So Much', while the band
pumped, Bobby, shedding his waistcoat, wailing,
heart wrenchingly preached, show casing Bobby
at his invincible best, this was the business, In a
word, WOW.


THE LAST SOUL MAN
BOBBY WOMACK LIVE
Hammersmith London 28 May
2004
It's been a long wait since the
soul messiah last descended on the UK. Hidden
under a hat and dark glasses it's impossible to
see if he is aging gracefully, but more importantly
vocally the last soul man has never sounded
better, during what must be one of the greatest
soul concerts in a very long time.
The crowd that filled the Odeon, as it will always
be known by me, came with the anticipation the
faithful bring to a good revival meeting, and the
travelling preacher, backed by his tight band,
Brotherhood, did not disappoint. No time wasting
opening numbers, as Bobby swaggered on stage

The intensity continued in the true Womackian
tradition as The Poet pranced over every inch of
the stage. He gloriously growled, soulfully roared
with a careening swoop, slicing soul screams as
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he was testifying to his soul through blistering
versions of 'That's The Way I Feel About Cha',
'Woman Gotta Have It', 'Stop On By' with a hint of
'What's Going On' thrown in. Things cooled down
a little as he doffed his guitar and swept straight
into Sam Cooke's, Bobby's musical Godfather, 'A
Change Is Gonna Come', which froze me in my
seat, by an awesome delivery with his delicate
touch of Cooke's legacy. Stinging stuff.

the boards preaching and carrying the flame for
singing real soul. Yes the living legend Bobby
Womack, boss amongst the real soul men, is still
the greatest live show on earth.

He continued with the perkily Valentinos’, 'Lookin'
For A Love', then 'If You Think You’re Lonely
Now', charred with a deep soul burn, hollering,
testifying during a long sensual rap about
relationships. He leaves no stone unturned as he
goes back to the Womack Brothers’ beginning for
an uplifting gospel sermon 'Jesus Be A Fence
Around Me'.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
July 1966. Once again a nice selection of dusty
musties.

Grateful thanks once again to Dave Thomas, our
soul man from Shrewsbury, for the Bobby
Womack photos taken at Birmingham the night
after London.

Chuck Berry

Ramona Say Yes/Lonely School
Days
Chess 8037
Solomon Burke
Keep Lookin'/Suddenly
Atlantic 584026
Roy C
Twistin' Pneumonia/Tear Avenue
Ember 230
Johnny Cash
Everybody Loves A Nut/Austin
Prison
Bo Diddley
We're Gonna Get Married/Easy
Chess 8036
The Drifters
Up In The Streets Of Harlem/You
Can't Love 'Em AllAtlantic 584020
Dr Feelgood/Interns Don't Tell Me No Dirty/Where Did
You Go
CBS 202099
The Four Tops
Loving You Is Sweeter Than
Ever/I Like Everything About You
T Motown 568
Herbie Goins/Night-Timers No 1 In Your Heart/Crutsin'
Parlophone 5478
Slim Harpo
Shake Your Hips/Midnight Blues
Stateside 527
Bobby Hebb
Sunny/Bread
Philips 1503
Donald Height
Talk Of The Grapevine/There'll Be
No Tomorrow
London 10062
J J Jackson
Do The Boogaloo/But It's Alright
Polydor 56718
Walter Jackson
It's An Uphill Climb/Tear For Tear
Columbia 7949
Major Lance
Investigate/Little Young Lover
Columbia 7967
Martha & The VandellasWhat Am I Going To Do/Go
Ahead & Laugh
T Motown 567
The Miracles
Whole Lot Of Shakin' In My
Heart/Oh Be My Love
T Motown 569
The Orlons
Spinnin' Top/Anyone Who Had A
Heart
Planet 117
Junior Parker
Goodbye Little Girl/Walking The
Floor Over You
Vocalion 9275
Robert Parker
Barefootin'/Let's Go Baby
Island 286
Otis Redding
My Lover's Prayer/Don't Mess
With Cupid
Atlantic 584019
Sam The Sham/PharaohsLil Red Riding Hood/Love Me
Like Before
MGM 1315
The Santells
So Fine/These Are Love Sue 402
The Shangri-La's
Past Present &Future/Love You
More Than Yesterday
Red Bird 068
Bobby Sheen
Dr Love/Sweet Sweet LoveCapital
15455
Joe Simon
Teenagers
Prayer/Long
Hot
Summer
London 10057
Carla Thomas
Let Me Be Good To You/Another
Night Without My Man

The tumultuous 'No Matter How High I Get'
followed, up steps Alltrina once again to join the
party with vocalising bursts to shake the walls with
one scream, her range is incredible as she is fed
by Bobby to go higher and higher, the band lifting
the pair to a climactic finish. Then he was gone.
Bobby returns for his encore, the whole band is
behind him in full cry belting out an irresistible
funky groove, with Bobby coasting along on the
surging rhythm, his rough and raw way of handling
his material lets rip on 'I Feel A Groove Coming
On', and then a rousing 'I Can Understand It',
which includes a couple of verses of 'I Wanna
Take You Higher', plus a killer guitar break mixed
in for good measure.
No way are we going to let him go, the Odeon was
going to explode as we demanded more. A
genuinely surprised Bobby eventually returns
treating us to 'It's All Over Now', with all three
guitarists including our main man himself battling
it out furiously. 'Love Has Finally Come At Last'
with the able assistance of Alltrina, whose
beseeching at more than one point threatened to
blow Bobby away as their duet, or should that
read duel, brings a fantastic end to a brilliant
evening.
When this awful nu soul is spreading like a deadly
virus, it's warming that someone is still treading
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Atlantic 584011
It's A Man's-Woman's World/part
two
Liberty 66178
Ike & Tina Turner
Tell Her I'm Not Home/Finger
Poppin'
Warner 5753
Geno Washington and the Ram Jam BandHi! Hi! Hazel
/ Beach Bash
Piccadilly 35329
Jimmy Witherspoon It's All Over But The Crying/If I
Could Cry You Back Again
Verve 538

Gary Lewis & the Playboys My Heart's Symphony/Tina
Liberty 55898
Little Milton
Early In The Morning/Bless Your
Heart
Sue 4021
Little Richard
Poor Dog/Well
Columbia 7974
Brother Jack McDuff Down In The Valley/Change Is
Gonna Come
Atlantic 584036
Tommy McLain
Sweet Dreams/I Need You So
London 10065
Mighty Sam
Sweet Dreams/Good Humour
Man
Stateside 534

Irma Thomas

All time classics that make their first appearance
this month, Robert Parker's ‘Barefootin’, and Slim
Harpo's ‘Hips’. Now the top five this month, try
these sevens for a soul delight. Slim Harpo, Major
Lance, Walter Jackson, J J Jackson, and Bobby
Sheen. The resurrected B side must go to J J
Jackson’s brick laying gruff pile driver....
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
So to August 1966. Unbelievable that all these
holy oldies were released in one month. The peak
of soul.
Mighty Sam
Rufus Thomas
Garnet Mimms
It's Been Such A Long Way
Home/Thinkin'
U Artist 1147
Dean Parrish
Tell Her/Fall On Me Stateside 531
Billy Preston
In The Midnight Hour/Advice
Capitol 15458
Otis Redding
I Can't Turn You Loose/Just One
More Day
Atlantic 584030
Percy Sledge
Warm & Tender Love/Sugar
Puddin'
Atlantic 584034
Jimmy Smith
I'm
You
Hoochie-Coochie
Man/part two
Verve 540
The Soul Brothers Green Soul/Egal O K Island 282
Edwin Starr
Headline News/Harlem
Polydor 56717
Billy Stewart
Summertime/To Love To Love
Chess 8040
Rufus Thomas
Willy Nilly/Sho' Gonna Miss You
Atlantic 584029
Ike & Tina Turner
Anything You Wasn't Born
With/Beauty Is Just Skin Deep
HMV 1544
Jr Walker & the All Stars
How Sweet It Is/Nothing But Soul T Motown 571
Dionne Walker
Trains & Boats & Planes/Don't Go
Breaking My Heart
Pye 25378

Darrell Banks

Open The Door To Your
Heart/Our Love
London 10070
Al 'TNT' Braggs
Earthquake/How Long Do You
Hold On
Vocalion 9278
James Carr
Love Attack/Coming Back To Me
Baby
Stateside 535
The Chambers Brothers
Call Me/Seventeen
Vocalion 9276
The Chiffons
Out Of This World/Just A Boy
Stateside 533

The Chiffons
The Coasters

Gary Lewis & the Playboys
She's A Yum Yum/Saturday Night
Fish Fry
Atlantic 584033
Lee Dorsey
Working In A Coal Mine/Mexico
Stateside 528
Jackie Edwards
Think Twice/Oh Mary Island 287
Rex Garvin & the Mighty Cravers
Sock It To 'Em J B/part two Atlantic 584??
Leon Haywood
Ain't No Use/Hey Hey Hey
Vocalion 9280
Groove Holmes
Misty/Groove's Groove
CBS 202240
John Lee Hooker
Let's Go Out Tonight/In The Mood
Chess 8039
The Impressions
Can't Satisfy/This Must End
HMV 1545
The Intruders
United/Up & Down The Ladder
London 10069
The Isley Brothers I Guess I'll Always Love You/I
Hear A Symphony T Motown 572

Hard to pick a top five this month, such is the
wealth from the groove yard. Rex Garvin, Al TNT
Braggs, Darrell Banks, Impressions, and Isley
Brothers. The resurrected B side must go to most
intriguing title on display, Lee Dorsey's 'Mexico'.
Not surprisingly long forgotten, so just had to dig it
out. Allen Toussaint actually wrote this! Two
minutes of sheer poetry, indeed. Gary Lewis
makes yet another good time appearance. A new
Mighty Sam to me, forerunner to his classic Fanny
Mae. Little Richard’s 'Poor Dog' has just been
released on a wonderful collection of his Okeh
material, GET DOWN WITH IT, Epic, proving
Little Dick has a lot of soul under the wigs.
Don't know why but Rufus Thomas great, but
nonsensical Willy provoked me to list some
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animal dances, of course Rufus was king of
gyrating animal postures with The Dog, Walking
The Dog, alas Somebody Stole his Dog, so he
then moved onto our feathered friends with his
joyous Chicken Scratch, Funky Chicken, Funky
Penguin, then he got really confused when he
asked Can Your Monkey Do The Dog.
Chubby Checker.. Pony Time
Dee Dee Sharp.. Do The Bird
Little Eve.. Let's Turkey Trot
Jackie Lee..The Duck
Lee Dorsey..Ride Your Pony
Miricles..Mickey's Monkey
Major Lance..Monkey Time
Vibrations..Let's Pony Again
Mar-Keys..Philly Dog
Isley Brothers..The Snake
Heebie Jeebies this is getting silly.

sound right (they'd already changed Jerry's
microphone), Jerry came back and picked up
‘Lucille’ where he left off.
He later apologized saying he didn't want to cause
a scene but he couldn't play and sing properly
when he couldn't hear the monitor.
Highlights for me were ‘She Even Woke Me Up’
with that great piano solo, and the requests Jerry
responded
to
such
as
‘High
School
Confidential’/’What'd I Say’ for Peter Checksfield,
and ‘Mean Woman Blues’ which someone else
requested. Also ‘Kansas City’ was a real surprise,
as was ‘Proud Mary’. This was NOT a run-of-themill Jerry Lee Lewis show by any means.
During ‘Mean Woman Blues’ some girls started
dancing at the front of the auditorium, and Jerry
looked at one of them and said: “Shake it, baby!”.
After this it was pandemonium as gradually more
and more dancers moved to the front of the
auditorium, and soon loads of people were
standing round the front of the stage cheering
Jerry on.

Now soapy suds are getting into soul. Persil are
playing The Tams’ magnificent 'Be Young, Be
Foolish, Be Happy' So now the chicken dancers
can wash their undies to classic soul. I believe the
KFC soul tracks have been released on a CD. If
so it will be a marvellous collection of sixties and
Northern soul. More next time.

Lewis trademarks were in evidence. Apart from
the slight tantrums we got the boot on the
keyboard, the head flung back pounding the keys,
the slammed piano lid on the Royal Festival Hall's
lovely Steinway, and the piano stool kicked back.
Jerry also tried to rip the piano lid off, but it
wouldn't budge!

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on









He really looked and sounded good, and I can't
wait for the other shows I'm going to see.

Tony the Teddy Boy Thug
Takes a Trip or Two

Chuck Berry also looked good, but to be honest I
got bored with his set half way through. Not the
best show I've seen him do, although the
audience were on their feet and at the front of the
stage throughout and seemed to be enjoying it
after Jerry Lee had warmed them up and got
things cooking!

Jerry Lee Lewis/Chuck Berry, Royal
Festival Hall, July 2nd, 2004.
Song list:

We even got some poetry again from Chuck
whilst someone tuned his guitar towards the end
of his set. He said he didn't want to play with an
out of tune guitar, but it doesn't seem to have
worried Chuck for the last 20 years or so. I
certainly won't sit through his act three more
times, unless he tunes that guitar and gets it
sounding something like his recordings.

Proud Mary, Drinking Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee, She
Even Woke Me Up To Say Goodbye, Lucille,
Don't Put No Headstone On My Grave, Chantilly
Lace, High School Confidential, Rockin' My Life
Away, Mean Woman Blues, Kansas City, What'd I
Say, Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On, Great Balls of
Fire.

But overall a great show - 50 minutes from Jerry
Lee. Chuck played for just over the hour though
this included a lot of messing about. He even
played a few notes on the piano at one point. At
least this was in tune despite the Killer's boot on
the keys earlier.

Review:
It was truly an amazing show. Jerry looked good,
and was in a genial mood. He wasn't happy with
the sound monitors at the beginning, and when he
walked off suddenly in the middle of ‘Lucille’ we
thought that might be it. But after Kenny got the
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I can only really use two words to describe
Jason's performance and the audience's reaction
- his act was 'manic' and the audience was
'stunned'. They'd never seen anything like it
EVER! There must be something in the water
around Memphis where Jason and Jerry Lee
currently hail from - this guy is completely NUTS
in a nice Rock’n’Roll sort of way. A natural
showman successor to the likes of Screamin’ Jay,
our own Screamin’ Lord Sutch/Freddie Fingers
Lee/Wee Willie Harris, and the young Jerry Lee
himself.

Wildest Cats In Town Weekend
July 2nd, 3rd and 4th
After the great Festival Hall show, next day
(Saturday) my friend John and I travelled up to
Pontins Holiday Centre at Pakefield to catch the
last two days of Ritchie's Weekender. All we'd
missed on the Friday night were some British and
Continental groups (including Matchbox), so it was
really no contest - we saw a great Jerry Lee show
instead, and had a few glimpses of Chuck's
former genius.

Jason is right over the top. He jumps on the
keyboards, pounds them like a complete madman
and does absolutely crazy things like balancing a
piano stool upside down on his head, snatching
someone's half-full glass of beer and balancing
that on his head whilst playing the piano, playing
piano swoops with the base of the microphone
stand, almost throwing the piano stool into the
audience then thinking better of it, and finally
ripping his shirt off, leaning over to play the
keyboards from behind, then standing on the
keyboard facing the audience and stamping out
the last few notes. This was after he had shoved
the grand piano Fats Domino style at the end of
his act until it was facing the audience.

Saturday night at the Weekender, however, was
something else! First surprise for me was the
German group The Lennerockers. Great
musicians every one, with a good lead singer, and
some amazing Rock’n’Roll acrobatics from all the
band members which included the first of three
great piano players that evening. Difficult to pick
out highlights from such a great set, but I have to
mention ‘Crazy Arms’, ‘Goodnight Irene’ and
Donegan's ‘Putting On The Style’.
First of the American acts for the weekend was
the great Frankie Ford, joking with the audience
as usual in between some really professional
singing and piano playing. He relied heavily on the
Fats Domino catalogue this evening, about which I
had no complaints whatsoever (but some others
did). Great songs like ‘Blue Monday’, ‘I'm
Walking’, ‘Walking To New Orleans’, an
outstanding ‘Valley of Tears’, etc. He included
‘Rockin' Pneumonia’ by Huey Piano Smith on
which Frankie was the lead singer: “It doesn't go
something like this, Hell it goes EXACTLY like
this!” said Frankie before launching into a great
version of the song.

Jason talked in between numbers like he played
and sung - as though possessed. He raved
around the stage waving his arms above his head
and screaming: “Hallelujah, Hallelujah - Thank the
Lord I'm saved!” like some Pentecostal preacher.
This was followed by a rocking 'I'll Fly Away' straight to Satan's Hell presumably, for it was like
watching a demon from the lower realms
pounding the keyboard. It was all very tongue-incheek, but as Paul Sandford agreed, great
entertainment.

He sung ‘One Nite of Sin’, but the highlight of the
whole set for me was an extended soulful, heartrending version of ‘Whisky Heaven’, the late U.S.
hit for Frankie which they had originally wanted
Fats to record. Paul Sandford was in the audience
and remarked to me that Frankie's rendition of
this song tonight was 'awesome'. I couldn't agree
more. Frankie also treated us to Larry Williams'
'Bony Maronie' and of course his own biggies
'Roberta' and 'Sea Cruise'.

But Jason is NOT simply a Jerry Lee copyist. He
has his own style, his own stage act and just
doesn't stick to Jerry Lee numbers. Also he takes
you unawares by suddenly going from manic
boogie woogie into almost classical piano playing,
and I believe traces of Oscar Petersen's style of
jazz.
Among the Jerry Lee songs Jason performed
were a manic version of ‘Crazy Arms’, ‘No
Headstone On My Grave’, plus of course
‘Breathless’, ‘Great Balls of Fire’, etc.

I had some idea what to expect from the next act,
which was the main reason I had booked the
Weekender. American singer/pianist Jason D.
Williams making his one and only EVER UK (and
I believe European) appearance. I have some
amazing videotapes of this guy, and talked to him
briefly at the 2002 Jerry Lee Lewis Convention in
Memphis when he sat at a nearby table (but didn't
perform). I said to him then they'd love him in the
UK, and now he was here.

Although the audience were straining forward
around
the
stage
in
sheer
disbelief,
cameras/camcorders capturing every insane
minute, Jason seemed dissatisfied with the
reaction of his first European audience. Pointing
to the Wildest Cats backdrop he said: “You're
supposed to be the Wildest Cats - you all seem
pretty reserved to me!” Well, compared to Mr
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Williams I guess we were. When I later bought his
CD and he was autographing it at the side of the
stage, Crazy Cavan were warming up and I told
Jason to stick around if he wanted to see a really
wild British audience.

boring act I've seen for a long while, certainly from
the USA. Most of his songs seemed to have the
same beat and same tune, and not one was
outstanding. His voice is not that great either.
He had a good backing band - Wildfire Willy plus
Ervin Travis' young pianist, but this couldn't lift
Huelyn's set above the extremely mundane. The
audience was sparse around the front of the
stage, and the reaction very muted. A lot of
people, myself included, couldn't even be inspired
to polite applause for most of his songs.

Cavan, it must be admitted, were not at their best.
They had a lot of sound problems to begin with,
but eventually their set took off, though in the
absence of the large over-enthusiastic German
contingent they get at Hemsby the audience was
slightly calmer than usual.

In between numbers he told jokes such as his
surprise, as an American visitor to Suffolk, at an
invitation to 'ride the broads' - saying something
like we don't invite visitors to do this back in
Texas, it's not very nice. Perhaps you should stick
to comedy rather than singing/playing, Mr Duval.

Nevertheless their set ended up with a bunch of
Teddy-boys, Yobbo Papard included, up on the
stage for the last two Cavan numbers in the
Teddyboy equivalent of the Tiller Girls' Chorus
Line!
Perhaps Jason D. had expected us to rush the
stage during his act, but in any event this was a
pretty amazing evening only tempered by the
thought that we were missing Jerry Lee Lewis in a
solo concert (i.e. without Chuck Berry) in Bristol.
As it turned out the Colston Hall show had been
postponed till July 14th apparently due to Jerry
getting a 24-hour flu bug.

I thought I'd been fortunate enough to miss
Huelyn's act as he was originally due to appear on
the Friday night as a replacement for the great
Sonny Burgess (what an insult to Sonny!) I'd
certainly rather have seen Graham Fenton's
Matchbox who headlined Friday than Mr Duval,
and many others opted for the Greece/Portugal
European football final on TV instead. Best of a
terrible set was Huelyn's attempts to sing 'You
Win Again' and 'Lotta Lovin''. At least these two
songs had some sort of tune which were
distinguishable from the rest of his offerings.

Back at Pontins, it was well into the early hours
when The Sundowners came on stage, refugees
from the Prince’s Bar. They did a good set
between 2 and 3 a.m. then it was off to bed to be
ready to meet The Comets next day.

Next act was Ervin Travis and The Virginians
from Paris. I'd seen Ervin do one number, 'Say
Mama', without his band at the 2002 Jerry Lee
Convention in Memphis, but this Pakefield set was
my first experience of his full set with his great
band.

In true spectacular Ritchie Gee fashion The
Comets were to arrive in Lowestoft by
helicopter(!!!) to be met by classic British and
American cars, a young jazz band playing ‘Rock
Around The Clock’ and a vintage red doubledecker London RT type bus. Frank Walker, John
Tucker and myself climbed aboard with members
of Ritchie's Edwardian club and Dan's brother
Mike Coffey to join the classic vehicle cruise from
Pakefield to Lowestoft to meet The Comets'
helicopter. I've never had so many people waving
at us before as I rode along in a 29 bus heading
for Victoria, according to the sign on the front!

Dressed from head to toe in Gene Vincent style
black leather, complete with medallion and one
leather glove, he had the voice and all the Vincent
mannerisms. He was, in short, the great Gene
Vincent reincarnated. One wonders how someone
too young to have seen Gene 'live' could get his
stage act down pat so accurately - obviously he
must have very closely studied the relatively few
video clips of Gene in his later years which are
around.

Haley's Original Comets were spotted in the sky
much as their namesake last time it approached
the Earth, and everybody rushed forward,
including Press and TV, to get pictures. They
didn't look a day older than their last visit, and it
was good to see sax player Joey d'Ambrosio back
with the band after missing the last tour due to
family reasons. The rain held off till the band was
safely in the vintage bus for the ride back to
Pontins.

The whole set was sheer magic. This is not to
detract from Graham Fenton, who also does a
great Gene Vincent tribute, but Ervin devotes his
whole set to Gene's numbers, including slow
songs which reveal Ervin's great ballad voice. He
didn't do 'Over The Rainbow', but a couple of
other slow Vincent ballads I didn't personally
recognize, but they were beautiful. 'Baby Blue'
was a highlight for me, as it is my favourite
Vincent song, and he ended with a medium paced
'Be-bop-a-lula' followed by a fast 'Be-bop-a-lula’

The evening's proceedings (I can't use the word
'entertainment' for this first act - sorry Tony W.)
began with the awful Huelyn Duval, the most
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'69' version.

afternoon on a little pebble beach by Portsmouth
Harbour, looking out across to the Isle of Wight,
watching the ferries go by and listening to Jerry
Lee's Caribou sessions. Also managed to get a
swim, but in early July the sea is still very cold. I
then had a walk around the old town and caught a
bus back to the city centre where I had a nice
meal in a pub opposite the Guildhall (which is very
conveniently situated 5 minutes from the railway
station).

However, I couldn't help but be reminded of Dr
Dale's rhetorical question: “Gene Vincent was a
superb chappie, but why did he always have such
a bunch of yobbos following him around?” One
huge beer-gutted 'yobbo' behind me kept shouting
out in a voice hoarse from yelling, alcohol and
smoking: “Red Blue Jeans and a Ponytail for
f***k's sake!”' This polite Anglo-Saxon request
was ignored by our French guests.

None of the usual Lewis fans were anywhere to
be seen before the show, and the two seats next
to me remained empty throughout. One fan
watched from the wings, and the other was chilling
out at Linda Gail's house in South Wales.
However they had paid me for the unused tickets,
and Barrie Gamblin grabbed his seat just as the
Killer Band came on.

To wind up a great weekend The Comets, all in
their 70s and 80s apart from Britisher Jacko,
performed their usual blistering showmanship
rockin' set, and were on stage for about one and a
half hours! Incredible! We got the usual great
Haley numbers sung by Jacko plus vocals from
Marshall and Joey, and instrumental spotlights on
Franny Beecher and Dick Richards. Dressed in
scarlet jackets trimmed in black, it could have
been 1954 all over again, especially when
Marshall did his acrobatics with the double bass.

Jerry did 35 minutes. He looked very well, and
from my excellent vantage point he seemed much
younger than even on his last tour - he has lost a
lot of that excess weight. I had a very good seat
right in front of the piano in the second row. Jerry
wore a red short-sleeved shirt, and no jacket.

They didn't seem to tire, but John and I with our
feet crammed into relatively new winkle-pickers
were practically crippled with all that standing, and
I just had to go and sit down after about 80
minutes and take my shoes off! We weren't the
only ones suffering; a woman next to me at the
front of the stage had taken off her high-heel
shoes and risked dangerous injury to her
unprotected feet from beetle-crushers and
stilettos.

The audience was more subdued than at the
Festival Hall. No dancing or standing down the
front for either Jerry or Chuck (though I had to
leave halfway through Chuck's act to catch the
train). But the security wouldn't have allowed it
anyway - they were even trying to stop people
taking flash pictures. I took several when they
weren't looking.

But it was a great climax to an extraordinary
weekend, and with prospects of more Jerry
Lee/Chuck Berry shows to follow, then Bo Diddley
in August and Little Richard in September, and
with the great February Jerry Lee tour already well
behind us, 2004 is proving to be a truly amazing
year for Rock’n’Roll

Set was as follows: Drinkin' Wine, Trouble In Mind
(after which Jerry said he'd played pianos all over
the world, but this one in Portsmouth - an old
Steinway - was 'the worst' he'd ever played!),
Crazy Arms (good version), Before The Night Is
Over, Mexicali Rose (fast version - very good.
After this he complained that the sound had been
turned down, saying the trouble is everyone meaning the sound engineers - thinks that they're
Sam Phillips), Georgia, Boogie Woogie Country
Man, Chantilly Lace, Whole Lotta Shakin'......

For the second time my visit to this July
Weekender, which should offer the prospect of
sunny days swimming and lazing on the beach,
was slightly let down by the changeable weather.
But my spirits were lifted during the overcast
daytime by falling head-over-heels in love with a
cutie who worked in the self-service cafeteria on
the camp. Alas my affections were unrequited, but
my heart skipped a beat once when our eyes met
briefly over the dirty crockery. Now ain't that
romantic? Mills and Boone eat your heart out!

We then expected the finale, but people shouted
out requests for ‘Mean Woman Blues’ and
‘Breathless’. “I can't do them all at once” Jerry
said, so he did a good version of ‘Mean Woman
Blues’, similar to RFH on Friday. Then it really
was ‘Great Balls of Fire’ done more or less movie
style. No foot on the keyboard this time (unless I
missed it), but a good show.

Jerry Lee Lewis/Chuck Berry,
Portsmouth Guildhall, July 6th

Chuck was similar to the Festival Hall gig,
seeming to rely on the pianist rather than do his
familiar guitar solos. He did an amusing ad-lib in
‘Hail, Hail Rock'n'Roll’ which I might have missed
on previous occasions - a line about trying “to get

It was lovely weather and I'd taken a week off
work for all these gigs, so I spent a very pleasant
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inside your pants”. In ‘Around and Around’ he
referred to being “right here in London”, then
realized his mistake and apologized, later slipping
in “right here in Portsmouth”. As Chuck and Jerry
are staying in London hotels it is probably
confusing for them to know exactly where they are
playing each night. (I know the feeling. In eight
days I've been in London, Hastings, London,
Lowestoft area, London, Portsmouth, London,
Brighton, London.)

This has been a great tour, and of the three
shows I've seen so far I'd rate Festival Hall best,
then tonight at Brighton and then Portsmouth, but
all three were good. It is great to hear some
different numbers at every show.

Jerry Lee Lewis, Brighton Centre July 7th, 2004.
Certainly not beach weather this day! I went down
to Brighton about midday in a Jerry Lee t-shirt with
no jacket or umbrella, and boy did I pay for it!
Bought a cheap fold-up umbrella on the pier, and
the wind just blew it inside out!! Spent most of the
afternoon dodging the showers and the rain. B.B.
Cunningham, Jerry's bass player, was outside the
venue later and said it took them ages to drive
down because they were scared to use the
motorway because of the high winds which might
blow their van into another lane.
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Jerry was on for just over 30 minutes, but it was a
great show and the audience loved it. Great
atmosphere with people dancing and crowding
down the front of the stage, as at Festival Hall.
However Jerry didn't talk much between numbers,
and didn't respond to the enthusiastic audience by
doing requests like he did in London. I was well
pleased with the sound quality, and the show
itself, but some others felt the sound balance left
something to be desired, and that Jerry's voice
wasn't quite up to scratch. I can't say I found any
of this myself - I thought the sound and Jerry's
voice were near perfect.
The songs he did were: Drinkin' Wine, Trouble In
Mind, Me & Bobby McGhee, She Even Woke Me
Up, Chantilly Lace, Lucille, Before The Night Is
Over, Georgia, Whole Lotta Shakin', Great Balls
of Fire.
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Highlights for me were ‘She Even Woke Me Up’ (I
love this song with the piano solo) and ‘Me &
Bobby McGhee’ which I haven't heard live for a
while.
Tonight Jerry wore a jacket, no foot on keyboard
or chit-chat, just honest getting down to business
and packing 10 songs into his half hour or so on
stage.
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e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
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Left before Chuck came on to get back home at a
reasonable time.
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and something we associated more with strict
tempo jazz dancing or from the Forties. There was
never a dance called R&B or C&W (there was a
song called ‘My Square Dancing Mama Done
Learned To Rock'n'Roll’ on M.G.M.). Rock'n'Roll
also had its kings; from Bill Haley and Alan Freed
to the later ones like Elvis Presley, Little Richard,
Carl Perkins, Chuck Berry, Gene Vincent, Jerry
Lee Lewis and big beat king Fats Domino etc. etc.
There were no R&B or C&W kings except Moon
Mullican, king of hillbilly piano.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
THE ROCKIN’ FIFTIES WAS ROCK'N'ROLL
As a teen in 1954 I can’t forget how square pop
music was before the Haley man came along with
a rockin’ song, crazy man crazy news. That zany
lyric music was called Rock'n'Roll! Fractured man,
solid man, like real gone; teenage slang words
and who cared if they made sense?

Rock'n'Roll films showed teenagers how the
Rock'n'Roll dance was done or else were mostly
stories based on how much the adult world hated
the new teenage music trend called Rock'n'Roll or
the big beat. No such films about R&B or C&W.

Since those times many scholars and writers
(most not borned even then) have intellectualised,
even respectabilised Rock'n'Roll to the point of
overlooking for decades now the obvious, simple
history of Rock'n'Roll facts. Like Rock'n'Roll is a
good time experience and not to be analysed or
theorised about. Rock'n'Roll was a dance we
done, all those teenage clothes we wore, those
record hops and the films, everything. Rock'n'Roll
was also ‘pop’ then too for some years before
dying out commercially. It was called a craze or
fad along with skiffle, calypso etc.

Also the magazines like ‘Rock'n'Roll Stars Vols 1
to 3’, Alan Freed’s Rock'n'Roll show programmes
and annual ‘Who’s Who In Rock'n'Roll’. All 1950’s
booklets make it clear what the music was called
then! At one stage, sometime in 1958, the
billboard magazine dropped the name of
rhythm’n’blues from its charts for six weeks and
used Rock'n'Roll instead.
Another quite curious thing was the fact that on
the U.S. Chess copy of Chuck Berry’s first L.P.
‘After School Session’ the liner notes describe
Chuck as a ‘rockabilly troubadour’ while Bo
Diddley sings about how Rock'n'Roll and
rockabilly made him lose his sweet little Lillie in
the song ‘Willie And Lillie’. Chuck also changed
the words of ‘Schooldays’ during the mod infested
live ‘60s shows to become “hail, hail
rhythm’n’blues”
but
teenagers
who
had
experienced Rock'n'Roll in the Fifties knew it for
what it was, a money making ploy with appeal for
a new generation of fans. Yet, years later, in the
Eighties the title of the film returned to the Fifties
original “hail, hail” lyrics.

At work in 1956/7 I used to get picked on by
adults, beaten up, teased for liking such trash. All
too soon these grown-ups were happy to
scornfully point out to me that my Rock'n'Roll was
not in the charts anymore with remarks like,
“Where’s your razzle dazzle music now?” This
both angered and hurt me, so much that I just
learned to accept the fact it had gone but soon I
took an example from jazz fans whose music I’d
noticed did not have to be in the charts. There
was no talk about rhythm’n’blues or country &
western in these times.
Pop songs, like Kay Starr’s ‘Rock'n'Roll Waltz’
related how it was. So too did the clothes we
wore, like luminous shocking pink or lime green
socks which had “Rock'n'Roll” written up the
sides, or a tie with a couple dancing Rock'n'Roll
with “Rock'n'Roll” written beneath them. Black
suede shoes having a clock on the rounded front
tongue with music notes/clefs and guitars inlaid on
the toe part. Laces woven in black and gold with
gold bell type tassels. Rock'n'Roll jerkins with red
guitar plus yellow music notes. Girls wore Cupid’s
arrow, dark seamed fully fashioned nylon
stockings and flatties for record hop dancing and
Rock Around The Clock flared skirts and other
symbols of Rock'n'Roll. Nothing R&B or C&W
about these!

Rock'n'Roll’s name is forever entwined in many
‘50s movies like ‘Rock, Rock, Rock’, ‘Jailhouse
Rock’, ‘The Big Beat’, ‘Rock Pretty Baby’, ‘Shake,
Rattle And Rock’, ‘Don’t Knock The Rock’,
‘Carnival Rock’, ‘Rock It Baby, Rock It’, ‘Mister
Rock'n'Roll’ and ‘Go Johnny, Go’. Even juvenile
delinquency films then like ‘Hot Rod Gang’, ‘King
Creole’, ‘High School Confidential’ et al had not a
hint of the names of R&B or C&W mentioned!
These facts of history go on and on and on but the
point is made.
It’s clear that all around the world Rock'n'Roll was
on its way – so c’mon everybody, don’t knock that
Rock'n'Roll music anymore!! As a cat who
suffered for being a Rock'n'Roll fan in the Fifties
I’ll close by saying that though the era’s gone y’all
can still rock on. All the excitement, wild rockin’
fun music, its rhythm, beat and energy are

The Rock'n'Roll dance that Larry Williams sings
about in ‘Bonie Moronie’ was based on the
jitterbug. Jiving was less acrobatic or uninhibited
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captured in the grooves forever and ever and ever
again! So go cat, git with it, shake rattle and roll,
let the kids dance I done had my fun, your turn
now. You’re looking good, you’re looking good.

you knew how much my aching heart is in
distress”, again, the words all joined and sung
together in both songs.
Speaking of Jerry Lee Lewis there’s a great piano
pounder by Dr Hepcat, recorded in 1949 called
‘Hattie Green’ on a cheap box set of four CDs on
Secret Records c/o Hemwalk Ltd, 1 Pratt Mews,
London NW1 0AD out now. It’s worth getting for
this one track which I’d loved Jerry Lee to have
done in his early Sun days.

Danny’s six button bennie –
werewolf teen 1960-ish.

“You ought to see her
Rock'n'Roll with her blue jeans
on” (Larry Williams, ‘Bonie
Moronie’ 1958). This very line
in the song sums up why, or
what a distinct difference there was in the Fifties
between Rock'n'Roll and the term rhythm’n’blues.
Further to Carl McVoy there are two songs by him
on Charly C.D. #8137 ‘Unissued Sun Masters’,
‘Little Girl’ and ‘You’re The Only Star’.

One of the fastest, fierce guitar solo, Little Richard
styled rockers that I love is ‘Mad Man’ Taylor’s
‘Rumble Tumble’. This is more frantic than ‘She’s
Got It’. It’s hypnotic rhythm-wise, memorable and
indeed soul filled. Too bad that Alan Freed never
had success with this on East West and cut many
more like this by him. I have an earlier 78 where
Madman Taylor is sub-billed under his name as
the Rasputin Of The Piano but it is nothing like as
good as ‘Rumble Tumble’.

Johnnie Temple’s 1937 hit ‘Louise, Louise Blues’
and his follow up ‘New Louise, Louise Blues’ are
similar tunes to Jerry Lee Lewis’ ‘Hello, Hello
Baby’, especially the latter of these fine piano
blues. These songs were covered in the ‘30s by
Derwood Brown and the Musical Brownies as well
as by the Bob Cosby Western Swing Band artists
and the great bluesman Blind Boy Fuller. It’s
interesting to note that Johnnie Temple also
recorded ‘Big Legged Woman’ which in turn was
derived from bluesmen Tommy Johnson and
Bukka White. These two songs are well known as
Jerry Lee’s finest Sun blues style that actually got
released at the time he was on Sun. These ‘30s
piano artists are well worth seeking out on CD on
their own merits.

Speaking of soulful there’s a slightly slower
version of Chuck Berry’s ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’
which was put out at the time in the U.S. on a
cheap Worthmore LB, a coverless EP of various
hits by an artist credited as Rufus Brown (?) who
sounds a lot like Allen Bunn/Tarheel Slim or even
Little Junior Parker.
‘Route 90’ by Clarence ‘Bon Ton’ Garlow on Flair
is the tune Chuck Berry put new words to as
‘Sweet Little Sixteen’ and slowed it down
considerably too. ‘Route 90’ out-swings Chuck’s
and Rufus’ versions of ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’ and
his wild pumping piano solos’ I’ve never really
liked the way Jerry Lee did ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’;
it’s a draggy ‘60s version for the then market.
Jerry Lee’s often done this song much, much
better on stage shows but it remains a pity he
never did this at the pace/time that he did ‘When
The Saints Go Marching In’, which is a song that
reminds me of Chuck’s ‘Thirty Days’.

Again Blind Boy Fuller’s ‘Big Leg Woman Gets My
Pay’ is the basic tune for Allen Bunn’s (real name
Allen ‘Tarheel Slim’ Bunn, vocal/guitarist from
North Carolina who sang on the Larks’ great ‘Eye
Sight To The Blind’ 1951 Apollo gospel/blues hit;
he also sang with The Wheels Premium ‘The
Lover’s Lamp’ and with Little Ann on Fury LB) ‘Too
Much Competition’ on Red Robin which was first
known as Robin Records. I used to play this great
blues rocker at my London record hops in late
‘60s/early ‘70s on a 78 r.p.m. It’s one of many that
Mike Leadbitter first introduced me to via tapes he
sent in the mid-‘60s.

James ‘Boodle It’ Wiggins recorded ‘Keep-AKnockin’ for Paramount in 1928; the wording is
different in parts to Little Richard’s version but it’s
the basic tune/song. Also Bob Wills did this
number (western swing style) in the ‘40s. There’s
an excellent cheap LB Rock'n'Roll cover version
on Gateway by Rufus Brown which features a
much more swinging sax riff; more like Bill Haley’s
Comets than like Richard’s band. It’s a bit like the
comparison between Bill Haley and the Comets’
sax riffs that come in after Bill sings, “gonna rip it
up!” Whereas Little Richard’s version’s more
basic solo does not feature such loose, swinging
sax riffing which is very effective. Not that either of
these artists can match Little Richard’s
powerhouse vocal but they may be better for
dancing Rock'n'Roll to because of this

Again there is a line in ‘Too Much Competition’
that has a certain similarity to Jerry Lee’s ‘I’ll Sail
My Ship Alone’. It’s the Shakespeare-like play on
words that both have. Take the line in ‘Too Much
Competition’ that goes (all sung as one word) “I
don’t know why my baby won’t do right. She’s
straight as an arrow in the daytime, crookeder
than a snake at night”, while ‘I’ll Sail My Ship
Alone’ goes “Maybe you would come back home if
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arrangement. Same way I prefer to dance to
Chuck’s ‘Little Queenie’ than Jerry Lee’s not so
rhythmic or punchy version… Chuck keeps on
driving to the very end.

A lot of people misunderstood what Mae West
was all about. Apart from being very much ahead
of her time, she was always very much 'tongue in
cheek' and not to be taken too seriously. The
critics who panned her last film 'Sextette' because
an 85 year old woman was playing a platinumblonde nymphomaniac completely miss the point.
Of course it was a ridiculous plot/casting - Mae
was always able to laugh at herself. She never
made a film till she was plump and nearly 40,
hardly a sex-siren even back in 1932 (she was
born in 1893). But 'Sextette' was, in my opinion,
her best ever film being in full colour and
containing most of her best known one-liners and
quite a few more. Far from being 'past it', Mae
outshone the rest of the star-studded cast.

Fats Domino’s ‘Valley Of Tears’, great as it is, was
surpassed by Little Richard and the Upsetters’
greatest of all versions on Little Star; also
surprisingly good soulful vocal on Buddy Holly’s
and Mickey Gilley’s is also an excellent feelingful
version. All four are well worth having as they treat
the song so differently and well. Bad versions of
songs must be Bill Haley’s ‘I Got A Woman’,
Chuck Berry’s ‘Rip It Up’ and Jerry Lee’s ‘80s
‘Slippin’ And Slidin’ (unlike
cousin Mickey Gilley’s fine
version).
Yours in Rock’n’Roll

This play features the writer, Claudia Shear,
playing one of Mae's fans, and Mae West herself.
She is quite convincing in the part as Ms West,
from her early days on stage till her semi-recluse
last days, still managing to look glamorous in her
late 80s. Claudia sings a few of Mae's songs,
including the title one 'Dirty Blonde' apparently
from Mae's later niteclub days. This was a new
one on me, but very entertaining. I don't know if
Mae ever actually sang this number or if it was
written for Claudia's show.

Breathless Dan O’Coffey








THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

However another song from the production, 'A
Man What Takes His Time', was definitely one of
Mae's risqué songs, and I was disappointed a lot
more were not included. Mae's saucy versions of
'Great Balls of Fire', 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On', 'Rock Around The Clock' and 'Happy Birthday
21' ('Happy Birthday Sweet 16') would have made
this production even better, as would 'Sister
Honky Tonk' and some of Mae's other raunchy
songs. Also disappointing were the very basic
sets, and the minimal cast of three, each playing
several roles.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL







Whilst I very much enjoyed seeing Mae re-created
on stage, together with many of her one-liners, I
couldn't help thinking what a great musical play
could have been made out of her life-story with
lavish sets, a big cast, lots more songs and a
more comprehensive biography.



However, 'Dirty Blonde' does manage to cover
Mae's spell in jail for 'outraging public morals' with
her first play 'Sex' about prostitutes, put on in the
early 1920s, and her second run-in with the law a
few years later over her play 'The Drag' about
homosexuals. It also briefly covers her movie
career up until the censors caught up with her
when she abandoned films for about 30 years
(Mae wrote all her own lines.)
The theatre program, at £3, is well-worth buying
with its biography and quotes from Mae West.
Some of my favourite one-liners are: 'Is that a gun

'Dirty Blonde'
'Dirty Blonde' by Claudia Shear (Duke of York
Theatre, St Martin's Lane, London) is a comic play
with music about the legendary Mae West. It tells
her racy life story through the eyes of two fans
gathered by her graveside, (or rather 'drawerside'
as she's interred with the rest of her family
members in a wall of a New York mausoleum).
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in your pocket or are you just pleased to see me?',
'When faced with a choice of two evils I choose
the one I've never tried', 'So many men, so little
time', 'I used to be Snow White but I drifted',
'When I'm good I'm very good, but when I'm bad
I'm better'.

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

And her replies to feed lines were also very witty:
Coat check girl: 'Goodness, what beautiful
diamonds'. Mae: 'Goodness had nothing to do
with it, dearie'
From 'Myra Breckinridge' (1970): Young
muscleman: 'I'm six foot seven inches'. 77-year
old Mae: 'Never mind the six foot, let's talk about
the seven inches'.
From her last film 'Sextette': Londoner: 'What do
you think of Big Ben?' Mae: 'I've never met the
gentleman'
And the final line of her final film, Mae lying in bed
waiting for her latest British lover to arrive: 'The
British are coming'

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Some day someone will make a big film/musical
play about the legendary Mae West; meanwhile
we have this modest play 'Dirty Blonde' which is
worth a look, but perhaps more appropriate for a
small pub theatre than a West End production.
Tony Papard

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251









BOB FOX
th

Bury Met, Friday 11 March
Despite many successful years on the folk scene
both solo and with other collaborators, Bob Fox is
not a high profile entertainer. Winner of the ‘Best
Folk Album’ award in the Melody Maker of 1978
and twice nominated for ‘Best British Folk Singer’
in recent years, he has always been “there”
without standing out as a major talent.
At Bury he imposed himself in a calm, peaceful
manner and proceeded to produce a series of
wonderful songs, mainly relating to his native
northeast of England, with warmth and feeling. He
entertained us with traditional songs and threw in
some Ewan McColl, a Jimmy Nail song and many
from his own albums.
Stage presence? Well, Bob is like an olive tree in
the sun; strong, purposeful, abundant and of
timeless value. He informs the audience of the
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history and nature of his songs with quiet
authority. Bob’s voice is rich and sonorous but
what makes it special is the underlying, slightly
gravelly earthiness. His guitar playing is in perfect
accompaniment, pleasant and embellishing with
some subtle nuances of rhythm and tempo.

Asian Dub Foundation had already been on for
20 minutes when I got there. A shame really, as
these guys are always a real treat live. Tonight
was no exception with old tracks like Naxalite
being aired with newer stuff like Enemy of the
enemy complementing each other and fitting in
very well with the receptive crowd.
Chuck D’s appearance coupled with Asian Dub
Foundation was a bit of a coup really. He
performed four or five tunes with them including
some Public Enemy songs like Black Steel. He
was also a vociferous critic of George Bush and
Tony Blair; well that’s a surprise!
Before I go on I must apologise to the man who I
threw my beer over. I’m sorry for doing it but you
really pissed me off! You see, not only did you spill
my beer down me but you never said sorry. So
that’s why I threw the rest of my beer over you. It
was a double whammy really though because I
lost out twice, mind you I didn’t mind because I got
to see how pissed off I’d made you, and that was
worth at least two pints of beer!
Now, back to the gig. With a hazy fug of marijuana
smoke drifting across the courtyard, Roots
Manuva came on stage to applause and minus
the lead vocalist. The audience was encouraged
to call for Rodney. I don’t know, but there is
something about shouting out for a guy called
Rodney to come on stage, it just doesn’t sound
right, if you’re going to shout for Rodney you
should be calling him a plonker as well! The band
created quite a good funky backing track and tried
to work the crowd into a frenzy, but although
people did shout for him it wasn’t a riot or
anything.

The audience at Bury was about half capacity, a
shame for those who did not attend. Bob’s two-set
show was greatly appreciated and I certainly rate
him amongst the best; a man who carries on the
folk tradition with great sensitivity and authenticity.
So, Bob Fox is definitely an elder statesman of
folk music, a performer with the timeless quality of
all great artistes. Take my recommendation and
listen to the man. You will not be disappointed.
Geoff Brindle
Barrowford







Out he came after a minute or two dressed for all
the world like he was an elderl gentleman off to
see the West Indies play England, the Panama
hat was a nice touch. He played for just over an
hour and although the backing band were very
good and laid down some really good music, he
ended up just rapping in a manner that was fairly
hard to understand. Only the tracks that you knew
the words to yourself, could you actually
understand. It wasn’t the sound; it was just the
street language that I obviously didn’t understand.
Oh God, I must be getting old!



Marffa's Muffins
Roots Manuva, Asian Dub foundation + Chuck
D. Somerset House 20/07/04
As part of a promotion for the cricket, Channel 4
decided to put on a number of gigs at this unusual
venue. For those of you who don’t know Somerset
House, it’s a large Georgian building just off the
Strand in Central London. It is currently the home
of the Inland Revenue and is a fantastic place to
have an open air gig, its large courtyard giving
suitable protection from wind and amazing
soundproofing. Until you walk past the entrance
you would never have realised that anything was
going on inside.

The last song played was Witness I hope.
Because it’s well known and easy to understand,
everyone was singing along and really enjoying
themselves. I think most people enjoyed the show
as a whole, I did. An hour was enough for me
though, any longer and I would have got bored. I
think the main problem is that Rap as a genre isn’t
that exciting when performed live. If only someone
could turn that around…
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Keane – Hopes and fears

show at all and eventually obtained full refunds.
Anyway, I am just so glad that I witnessed Jerry
rockin’ his life away in London, and I am sure one
of our other scribes will cover the concert in more
detail elsewhere in this issue.

The debut album from this UK three piece is a
piano/keyboards lead fest of pop tunes. The first
track on the album – Somewhere only we know sounds like recycled Travis to me but is quite
good nonetheless. The piano taking place of the
guitar, similar to Ben Folds Five, gives a pleasant
easy on the ear tune. That’s probably where any
similarity to Ben Folds Five ends however.

Here is the best selling singles chart for the week
ending 15th August 1959 courtesy of Record
Mirror.
1. Livin’ Doll – Cliff Richard (Columbia)
2. Dream Lover – Bobby Darin (London)
3. Battle Of New Orleans – Lonnie Donegan
(Pye)
4. Lipstick On Your Collar – Connie Francis
(MGM)
5. Big Hunk Of Love – Elvis Presley (RCA)
6. A Teenager In Love – Marty Wilde (Philips)
7. Lonely Boy – Paul Anka (Columbia)
8. Roulette – Russ Conway (Columbia)
9. Heart Of A Man – Frankie Vaughan
(Philips)
10. Only Sixteen – Craig Douglas (Top Rank)
11. Peter Gunn – Duane Eddy (London)
12. It’s Late/There’ll Never Be Anyone But You
– Ricky Nelson (London)
13. Personality – Anthony Newley (Decca)
14. Ragtime Cowboy Joe – The Chipmunks
(London)
15. Someone – Johnny Mathis (Fontana)
16. I Know – Perry Como (RCA)
17. Give Give Give – Tommy Steele (Decca)
18. Twixt, Twelve And Twenty – Pat Boone
(London)
19. Personality – Lloyd Price (HMV)
20. Mona Lisa – Conway Twitty (MGM)

Comparisons to Coldplay and Ed Harcourt are
easy to hear but I also feel that the lead vocalist
Tom Chaplin sometimes sounds a bit like Midge
Ure, particularly on Bend and Break. Another
band they sound like is Pureessence - Can’t stop
no - sounds like it’s been lifted straight from their
last album Planet Helpless.
My favourite tunes off this album are She has no
time, and Everybody’s changing. The latter was
their first single release and is about being
completely lost when everyone else knows where
they’re at in life. The mournful vocals coupled with
the jaunty keyboards make it sound a bit like a
slowed down version of Erasure.
Maybe their likeness to other bands is why they
are going stratospheric at the moment. They are
half way through a US tour and have just been
nominated for a Mercury music award. Personally
I don’t think that the album is worth putting on that
sort of pedestal. Don’t get me wrong, I like the
album and I like it even more than I did two weeks
ago when I purchased it. It’s definitely growing on
me, but I don’t think it deserves that sort of
acclaim.

Ooh-Wee Baby

If you want to find out more about the band they
go to www.keanemusic.com

Another Louisiana piano player reaches the age of
th
sixty-five this month. Frankie Ford was born on 4
August 1939 in the New Orleans suburb of
Gretna, where he lives to this day. Raised by
Vincent and Annie Guzzo, Frankie first appeared
on stage as a child, sang on Ted Mack’s Amateur
Hour talent show in 1952, and then in high school
sang and played piano with The Syncopaters.

MM








SHAKY LEE’S AUGUST
AUXILIARY

After meeting the New Orleans distributor for Ace
Records of Mississippi, Joe Caronna, Frankie was
signed to the label, and with a change of surname
to Ford cut his debut record ‘Cheatin’ Woman/The
Last One To Cry’ in 1958 featuring Dr John on
guitar and Huey Smith on piano.

Well Jerry Lee and Chuck have been and gone,
and I am sure most of you will have attended at
least one show on the tour. I caught them at the
Royal Festival Hall where Lewis really rocked and
Berry buggered about.
I also turned up at
Croydon to find – as half-expected – that the Killer
hadn’t, even though staff at the venue were still
insisting on the afternoon of the show that he
would be appearing. They then had the effrontery
to offer a derisory 25% rebate for the chance to
see Chuck Berry and the Sugar Creek Trio.
Myself and many others chose not to watch the

Although a small regional hit it was Ford’s second
single, the wonderful double sider ‘Sea
Cruise/Roberta’ that gave him national success,
reaching number 14 on the Billboard chart in the
spring of 1959. Recorded by Huey Smith and his
Clowns, the original vocal by Booby Marchan was
replaced with an overdub from Frankie, and the
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paddle steamer intro and outro added to Sea
Cruise. The label read FRANKIE FORD with Huey
“Piano” Smith and Orch. The follow-up, ‘Alimony’,
just nudged into the top 100 best sellers, and the
next single ‘Time After Time’ made it to No. 75.

Spread Eagle before making our way down
Parkway to the venue - the two Keiths, the two
Brians, Ken, Alan L, Darren, Martin H, Lee and
Tony P.
James Hunter and his band did a warm-up set. It
was good seeing them again just a few days after
th
their brilliant two sets at Ken's 60
birthday/retirement party at the Royal George.

Under the pseudonym Morgus and the Ghouls,
Ford recorded ‘Morgus The Magnificent’ in the
company of Smith, Dr John and Jerry Byrne for
the Vin subsidiary in 1960 before signing for
Imperial records where he enjoyed minor hits with
‘You Talk Too Much’ and ‘Seventeen’ before
being drafted into the US army.

Bo's road crew set up his chair and mike on a
raised dais, so he could be seen by everyone.
Surprisingly, instead of coming down the back
stairs like James Hunter and Bo's backing band,
he was brought thru the packed audience and
passed right by me to get to the stage. I had a
grandstand view at the front to the right - only
disadvantage being he was partly obscured by the
mike stand and I couldn't get a photo of his unique
square-shaped guitar.
Now as to Bo's set. The audience was very
enthusiastic, and Keith Woods and myself thought
Bo was brilliant. However speaking to some
others in the TFTW group after the show it was
obvious some didn't share this opinion at all. I
can't speak for them, I can only say what I thought
of the show. (Also enjoying Bo's performance was
the excellent, and attractive, lead singer of now
defunct Rock’n’Roll group The Backbeats. I
exchanged a few words with him, and he's now
with a group called the Hullabaloos. I shall look
out for them on the circuits.)

Ken Keene, Frankie and Shaky

Although he never visited these shores in the
sixties he has been a fairly frequent visitor over
the past twenty years, and is a solid performer
with a friendly and flamboyant nature. As reported
in the June issue of Now Dig This his long time
friend and manager Ken Keene passed away at
the beginning of May, which must have had quite
an effect on him. However Frankie subsequently
appeared at the Wildest Cats in Town weekender
in Suffolk, so let us hope that he will continue to
perform in this country.

Bo did an innovative set which was obviously
designed to show he is still 'with it' at 75 years of
age, and that he can show the younger generation
a thing or two. For instance we were treated to Bo
Diddley's rap (I don't know the official title) which I
thoroughly enjoyed. Eminem eat your heart out!
Then we had the electronic feedback sounds from
his guitar in another number, which was also
entertaining.

Whilst Hardrock Bunter and I are in Lancashire
over the Bank Holiday period for the Great British
R&B Festival, those of you in the London area
ought to check out Freddy Boy’s new Rock’n’Roll
venue. It is at Waltham Abbey Town Hall and
th
Linda Gail Lewis appears there on Saturday 28
August. For further details call Fred Humphreys
on 020-8556-6226.
Watchdog Wilkinson







I found his 90 minute performance most
enjoyable. I couldn't keep still - that infectious and
unique Bo Diddley beat I always find irresistible.
OK, so he didn't sing 'You Can’t Judge A Book By
Its Cover', and some of his biggest numbers were
a bit short on lyrics, but for Heaven's sake his
guitar was in tune (Mr B. please note!) and Bo
played it brilliantly, backed by a very tight all-white
band including two females, on guitar and
keyboards/castanets. The overall sound was very
similar to Bo's old 1950s records, and as for the
new songs (for instance two very amusing
numbers near the end of his set, one for the girls
and one for the boys), the rap and the electronic
guitar feedback - well to my mind Bo has always
been an innovator. He has never fitted neatly into
the Rock’n’Roll, blues or R&B brackets - Bo is
unique. His square guitar and his funky Bo



Bo Diddley, Jazz Cafe, Camden
Town, August 3rd, 2004
We had a very good turn-out of ‘Tales From The
Woods’ readers/contributors for this event, thanks
largely to Lee Wilkinson for spreading the word
and organizing the tickets. Ten of us met in the
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Diddley beat were always way ahead of their time,
and his songs always sound bang up-to-date.

Timetones - In My Heart | The Spinners - That's What
Girls Are Made For | The Chimes - Once In A While |
Rick & The Keens - Peanuts | The Dubs - Don't Ask Me
To Be Lonely | The Flamingos - Lovers Never Say
Goodbye | The Harptones - What Will I Tell My Heart?
| The Diamonds - Little Darlin' | The Orioles - Crying In
The Chapel | The Clovers - Love Love Love | The
Charts - Deserie | The Moonglows - Sincerely | The 5
Chanels - The Reason | The Royal Jokers - You Tickle
Me Baby | The Jesters - The Plea | The Larks - It's
Unbelievable | The Teenagers featuring Frankie Lymon
- Why Do Fools Fall In Love?

We were treated to oldies like 'Crackin' Up', 'Bo
Diddley', 'Hey Bo Diddley', 'Road Runner' and
even 'Who Do You Love'. A great set mixing
blues, rap, Rock’n’Roll and rhythm'n'blues. I could
have stood shaking to the beat for another two
hours, whereas when a certain Mr B played the
Festival Hall a few weeks ago I sat down bored
stiff and looked at my watch to see how much
more we had to endure.

Following
the
popular
Country
and
Novelty
albums, Ace now
turn their attention
in the “Golden Age
Of
American
Rock'n'Roll” series
to doo-wop hits
and most in this
30-tracker scored
only across the
pond; a small few, such as the Diamonds, the
Teenagers and the Marcels, made a huge impact
over here. Rob Finnis’ comments on each track
are as informative as ever and many of the
American hits that became underground faves to
us over here, such as those by the Drifters, the
Cleftones, the Chimes, the Flamingos, the
Clovers, the Orioles and the Moonglows, will be
like old friends to us all.

Thirty years ago my favourite 'live' performers
were Jerry Lee, Little Richard and Chuck Berry in
that order. Today Jerry Lee remains my favourite
but whilst Chuck has dropped right out of my Top
Ten, Bo has climbed right up there. I will see Mr
Penniman in Chippenham next month, so will
reserve my judgment till then. But we still have
some great 1950s performers around - Frankie
Ford being another I saw recently, and of course
The Original Comets.
A few years ago I saw the late Ronnie Dawson at
his last Hemsby performance, which was well
received by young rockabillies. Ronnie played very
loud and was more psychobilly than Rock’n’Roll,
but despite some older fans saying it was terrible I
enjoyed his set. I feel Ronnie, like Bo, was trying
to appeal to a younger generation. Nothing wrong
in that. Can't wait to see Bo over here again sadly that won't be the case with Mr Dawson.
Tony 'Electronic Psychobilly Rapper' Papard







Looking at the songs that were new to me, the
offerings by the Van Dykes and the 5 Chanels are
nice ballads; into the “breath-taking” category
come the contributions by the Jesters, the Larks
(with Gene Mumford front and centre, could it be
anything but breath-taking?), the Dubs and
especially the Harptones, who managed to
completely melt me down with their rendering of
‘What Will I Tell My Heart?’. The Ly-Dells and the
Timetones’ offerings are very Italian-American
white doo-wop in nature, rather like the 5 Discs.
The Charts and the Spinners’ ballads are cool; the
soulful delivery on the latter points to the future
somewhat. I never liked the song ‘Peanuts’ (even
by Little Joe and the Thrillers) and the Clovers let
themselves down recording lightweight fluff like
‘Love Love Love’. That apart, this is still a CD
chock full of quality goodies, so purchase is
strongly advised.



C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Various Artists - The Golden Age Of
American Rock’n’Roll - Doo Wop Edition Ace CDCHD1000

Various Artists - Rockin' From Coast To
Coast: Volume 3 – Ace CDCHD985

The Regents - Runaround | The Mystics - Don't Take
The Stars | The Marcels - Blue Moon | The Van Dykes The Bells Are Ringing | The Cleftones - Heart And Soul
| The Paragons - If | The Drifters - Fools Fall In Love |
Lee Andrews & the Hearts - Try The Impossible | The
Platters - The Great Pretender | The Classics - Till
Then | The Ly-Dells - Wizard Of Love | The Passions Just To Be With You | The Slades - You Cheated | The

Froggy Went A Courting - Danny Dell | Strollie Bun –
The Blonde Bomber | Cool It - Flash Terry | Rock ‘n’
Bones - Elroy Dietzel | Summertime Symphony - Jamie
Coe | The Big Bounce - Shirley Cadell | No Good Lover
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- Mickey & Sylvia | I'm Gonna Tell - George Fleming |
Sunglasses After Dark - Dwight Pullen | Too Much
Loving Goin’ On- Unknown Rockabilly Artist | Hey Doll
Baby - Pat Kelly | Big Fat Sally - Ronnie & Roy | Rock
Baby Rock - Beatrice Reading | Believe It Or Not - Don
Covay | Rockin’ This Joint Tonight - Kid Thomas |
Uncle John - Wild Child Gibson | Shake Baby Shake Johnny O’Keefe | Shook Shake - Ken Davis | I'm
Ready - Hank Mizell | Your Line Was Busy - Big Bob |
My Baby Loves To Rock - Del Reeves | Hey Lawdy
Lawdy - Mary Petti | Everywhere I Go - Ted Taylor |
Rockin’ Blues - The Del-Tones | Red Hot Car - Bobby
Verne | Muleskinner Blues - The Fendermen

Various Artists - Sue's Rock'n'Blues: The UK
Sue Label Story Vol 2 - Ace CDCHD1008
Itchy Twitchy Feeling - Bobby Hendricks | Crossroads Homesick James | Yes, I'm Loving You - Big Al
Downing | Shimmy Shimmy Walk (Pt 1) - The
Megatons | I'm The Fixer - Willie Mabon | Rockin'
Charlie (Pt 1) - The Bobby Peterson Quintet | I Feel So
Good – J B Lenoir | Hatti Malatti - Lee Diamond |
Driving Sideways - Freddy King | What Will Lucy Do Frankie Lee Sims | Like Long Hair - Paul Revere & The
Raiders | It Hurts Me Too - Elmore James | The
Wallflower - Etta James | Why Does Everything
Happen To Me - James Brown | Mojo Hand - Lightnin'
Hopkins | Mercy - Gene & Al | Your Line Was Busy Big Bob | Give Me Love - Rosie & The Originals | Forty
Days - Ronnie Hawkins | Boogie Chillen - John Lee
Hooker | Shout Bamalama - Otis Redding | Little Latin
Lupe Lu - Righteous Brothers | Fannie Mae - Buster
Brown | Baby Let Me Hold Your Hand - Professor
Longhair | You Never Know - B.B. King | Jack, That Cat
Was Clean - Dr Horse

An absolute rockin’ feast
from Ace with 26
crackers drawn from
labels scattered all over
the States (well, that’s
the general idea, though
Chester, Pennsylvania
born Beatrice Reading‘s
‘Rock Baby Rock’ was
recorded and released in the U.K. in 1958). This
third volume is every bit as strong as volumes 1
and 2 issued in 1996 and 1999 respectively (was
it that long ago that volume 2 was issued?). Yet
again Rob Finnis does an excellent job in gleaning
information on each track; standouts for me are
the utterly lunatic ‘Rockin’ This Joint Tonight’ by
Kid Thomas and equally frantic ‘Shake Baby
Shake’ by antipodean Johnny O’Keefe, loosely
based on Hank Ballard’s ‘Sexy Ways’, though it’s
practically a certainty that when Jerry Lee cut the
song at Sun in ’58, his inspiration must have come
rather from O’Keefe (with whom he toured in
Australia early that year) than Ballard.

The second instalment
of the intended series of
CDs chronicling the
history of the legendary
‘60s U.K. independent
label concentrates, for
the most part, on
rhythm’n’blues
and
stone blues, provided
superbly by Homesick James, Lightnin' Hopkins,
John Lee Hooker and Frankie Lee Sims (with a
later adaptation of his Specialty classic ‘Lucy Mae
Blues’); also Willie Mabon’s ‘I'm The Fixer’ is
characteristically laconic, J B Lenoir and Freddy
King boogie with ease, as does B B King in a
typically brassy early ‘60s Kent cut and James
Brown delivers a deep version of Roy Hawkins’
Modern hit. Elmore’s ‘It Hurts Me Too’ is the
original 1957 cut issued on Vee Jay (as opposed
to the early ‘60s re-cut for Fury).

Ronnie Dawson’s classic version of ‘Rockin’
Bones’ is generally better known but Elroy
Dietzel’s cut still packs a fair amount of wallop.
Flash Ted’s contribution is pretty barking and The
Blonde Bomber, Jamie Coe, Ronnie & Roy, Pat
Kelly, Ken Davis, Del Reeves and Hank ‘Jungle
Rock’ Mizell all deliver solid senders. The tracks
by Big Bob Kornegay, The Del-Tones and The
Fendermen all saw U.K. releases on Top Rank,
with only the latter scoring chart-wise. I rated the
Bobby Verne as only so-so, but anything by the
truly majestic Ted Taylor (a former Cadet/Jack
who went on to cut some awesome soul sounds in
the ‘60s) is worthy of note. Mary Petti offers a pop
rocker which I thought only fair quality but, despite
the dodgy material, Danny Dell’s ‘Froggy’ works
okay. The track by Mister Unknown is (natch)
unreleased but is a superlative find; can the
mystery man be unmasked? Hope so. A strong
collection with great sound quality and
presentation.

According to Mike Atherton’s notes, Dr Horse hid
the identity of Al Pittman, who specialised in
making hip raps over sensitive, swinging backing
and his appraisal of a super-cool acquaintance
issued on Fire in the late ‘50s is a typical example.
Blue-eyed soul is well represented by the preSpector Righteous Brothers; Gene & Al and
Bobby Peterson’s contributions bear a New
Orleans influence; Bobby Hendricks, Big Al
Downing, Lee Diamond, Paul Revere, Big Bob
(again!), Ronnie Hawkins and, surprisingly, Otis
Redding all rock superbly. The Megatons’ song is
Willie Cobbs’ ‘You Don’t Love Me’ in all but name.
All the above plus a few more add up to another
stunning collection of Sue riches and I look
forward to the next volume.
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two later he married Marsha Hendrix (Jimi’s stepsister) and became a considerable influence on
young Jimi. Through the years he has steadily
gigged and has made occasional recordings; this
new album for Alligator finds Shorty, on guitar and
vocals, with Electric Vic Johnson on rhythm guitar,
Izzet (I think) William Bouchard on bass, Jesse
Hains on electric piano and Alvin Bennett on
drums. There are a few mid-paced funky numbers
on here, such as ‘I’ve Been Working’, ‘It Ain’t The
Fall That Kills You’, ‘I’m Gonna Leave You’ and
‘What She Don’t Know’. ‘Old School’ is a nice
punchy shuffle and I was impressed most of all
with the Bo Diddley-ish ‘Let My Guitar Do The
Talking’ and the two rockin’ items ‘Story Of My
Life’ and ‘Get Busy’. Great work from Shorty
throughout and definitely worth a listen.

Hound Dog Taylor - Release The Hound Alligator ALCD4896
Wild About You, Baby | Sen-sa-shun | She's Gone | It
Hurts Me Too | What'd I Say | One More Time | Sadie |
The Dog Meets The Wolf | Walking The Ceiling | Sitting
At Home Alone | Phillips Screwdriver | Gonna Send
You Back To Georgia | Things Don't Work Out Right |
See Me In The Evening/It's Alright (medley)

“Raw, rough and reckless” is the publicity blurb on
the back of this Alligator release and it’s a perfect
description
of
the
blues as played by
Hound Dog Taylor. I
would
also
add
“exciting” as there are
a few tasty boogies in
this
selection
of
previously unreleased
material cut live in
concert and in the
studio between 1971’75. Vocalist and guitarist Taylor is backed up by
Brewer Phillips on guitar and Ted Harvey (and, on
some tracks, Levi Warren) on drums. There is a
definite Elmore James influence with the Dog and
his voice on the take of ‘It Hurts Me Too’ bears an
uncanny resemblance to James in the same way
that the Ovations’ Louis Williams achieved the
Sam Cooke sound. ‘Sen-sa-shun’ is a busy
boogie not unlike ‘Mojo Working’. ‘She’s Gone’
reminds one of John Lee Hooker. Continuing his
Rory Bremner attitude to blues singing, Taylor
comes on like Howlin’ Wolf with ‘The Dog Meets
The Wolf’ (which pretty much paraphrases
‘Howlin’ For My Darling’ as a composition), his
take on Ray Charles’ ‘What'd I Say’ cooks up a
head of steam and it’s interesting to hear a
aversion of Timmy Shaw’s ‘Gonna Send You
Back To Georgia’. Thanks to Cliff White for
providing me with this and the following
release…….

Julia Lee - That’s What I Like - Proper
INTROCD2018
Come On Over To My House | Gotta Gimme Whatcha
Got | I'll Get Along Somehow | A Porter's Love Song To
A Chambermaid | Out In The Cold Again | Snatch It &
Grab It | Nobody Knows You When You're Down And
Out | Mama Don't Allow It | Ain't It A Crime | Cold
Hearted Daddy | My Sin | Take It Or Leave It | That's
What I Like | King Size Papa | Spinach Song (I Didn’t
Like It The First Time) | Crazy World | Tell Me Daddy |
Glory Of Love | Tonight's The Night | My Man Stands
Out | Do You Want It | Don't Come Too Soon | (Don't
Save It Too Long) The Money Song | You Ain't Got It
No More

Regarded as a seminal figure among female
rhythm ‘n’ blues singers, Julia Lee was First Lady
of the double-entendre; her style clearly
impressed Dana Gillespie, who has adapted Lee’s
credo in recent years and who has made worthy
revivals
of
Lee’s
material (notably ‘My
Man Stands Out’).
Joop Visser’s notes tell
us that Lee was born in
Booneville, Missouri in
October 1902 and by
the time she joined the
new Capitol label in
1942 she had recorded
sessions for Okeh,
Brunswick and Merritt for nigh on the previous 20
years. For the rest of the ‘40s she could do no
wrong with Capitol; by ’53, of course, with the
musical winds of change blowing through
rhythm’n’blues she was left stranded, but this 24track contains many of the great charting R&B hits
cut by Julia and her Boyfriends (which included
the likes of Benny Carter, Lucky Enois, Dave
Cavanaugh, Red Callander, Red Norvo and Vic
Dickinson) between 1944-’49, all neat, bluesy,
swingin’ sounds with fine piano and vocals from
Julia herself. An ideal introduction to the work of a
true pioneer.

Guitar Shorty - Watch Your Back - Alligator
ALCD4895
Old School | Story Of My Life | I’m Gonna Leave You |
What She Don’t Know | I’ve Been Working | Get Busy |
Let My Guitar Do The Talking | It Ain’t The Fall That
Kills You | A Little Less Conversation | Right Tool For
The Job

Born
in
Houston,
Texas in 1939, Guitar
Shorty (real name
David
William
Kearney) first got onto
record in 1959, cutting
three singles for Pull, a
Los Angeles based
independent. A year or
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Want My Lovin’/’Mr Loneliness’. Seems that Gene
was dug by the keen teens in Iran where ‘I’m Goin’
Home’ appeared on a various artists EP. The
book ends curiously with a photo montage of Elvis
Presley and Janis Martin and a huge and
admittedly impressive selection of picture sleeves
from the States and Europe. Gene’s fans will love
it; it’s available from the Oberoi Group – click on
their website for details on how to order.

Single Review
Phil Phillips ‘Sea Of Love’/’Be Mindful What You
Do’ (Sweet Mellow 3378246752)
Firstly, I’d like to thank Phil himself for mailing
over a copy of this, his most recent CD, which is a
two-track single consisting, first, of a 2002 remake
of his signature song that totally deserves its longstanding reputation as one of the all-time great
swamp pop ballads and this new recording finds
Phil still in superb voice. ‘Be Mindful What You Do’
is a fine, get-right-with-God spiritual song,
musically similar to ‘Sea Of Love’. As far as
availability goes, the address printed on the back
insert is that of Pocahontas Productions at 109
Sauternes Circle, Lafayette, Louisiana 70503;
maybe they can provide you with a copy of this
must-have CD.

In Brief
Our Keith has handed me three new-ish CD
releases to take a look at so, along with another
interesting collection that’s been passed to me,
let’s go, let’s go, let’s go!
First up is a CD entitled ‘It Ain’t The Bread, It’s
The Jam’ by a band who reside in Lafayette,
Louisiana, known as Nekkidhead And The Blues
Sandwich. The CD is issued by Southside
Productions at P.O. Box 403, New Iberia, LA
70562-3403. I have to say that my balls weren’t
grabbed too much by this album; the seven
members that make up the band (Don
‘Nekkidhead’ Kight on slide guitar, harp and
vocals, Bobby Broussard and Jamie Kelly on
guitars, Doug Garb on sax, Bubba Murell on
keyboards, Chris Rodrigue on bass and Mesquite
Daddy Brown on drums) are musically tight and
extremely competent but I found the humour in
the songs’ lyrics a bit over excessive, over egging
the pudding. Good musicianship though, as I’ve
said, and if you like your blues with a
contemporary edge, try and pick up a copy.

Book Review
From The Capitol Tower – Gene Vincent
“Stunning” is the word to
describe this book that
emanates
from
the
Oberoi
Group
(www.oberoihotels.com).
Guitton
Yvonnick
is
recognised as the leading
collector of worldwide
Gene Vincent releases,
be it 78, 45 or 33 r.p.m.
or compact disc and he
has put much (virtually
all) of his collection on
show for us in this remarkable tome (447 pages).
Every official release from England, America,
France, Japan, Canada, Italy, Spain, Holland,
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, Argentina, Sweden, India,
Greece, Mexico, China/Taiwan/Korea, Finland,
Jamaica,
Yugoslavia,
Iran
Israel,
Chile,
Switzerland, Portugal, Poland and Turkey issued
between 1956 and 2003 is illustrated. Also on
show are a vast array of rare photos and press
reports; even tracks by the Screaming End that
appear on various artists’ collections are
presented here for our amazement and delight.

More to my taste is ‘La
Bague
Sur
Son
Oreiller’ (‘The ring on
her pillow’) released on
Lanor
LN1090
by
Howard Noel Jr and
Cajun Boogie in which
Howard offers 13 nice
Cajun tracks sung in
both
English
and
French. Vocalist and drummer Noel is joined by a
second skinsman, Dustin T Noel plus Troy
LeJeune on the accordion, Edwin Guidry on
guitars, Allen Ardain on fiddle, Greg Mouton on
sax, Leon LeJeune on bass and special guest
Merlin Fontenot on fiddle. Together the unit serve
up a delicious brew with a nice mixture of boogies
(‘Cajun Boogie Special’) and waltzes (‘Cankton
Waltz’). Available from Lanor records at 406
W.Jefferson St, Jennings, Louisiana, their website
is www.lanorrecords.com.

It was interesting to discover firstly that later
bootleg copies of white label demo 45s from the
States were issued on coloured vinyl; also the
reader cannot fail to be impressed by the tasty EP
covers from France. Korea issued the ‘Gene
Vincent Rocks And The Bluecaps Roll’ album in
10-inch form while in South Africa two 78 r.p.m.
releases appeared in 1960 and ’61, ‘Mitchiko
From Tokyo’/’Pistol Packin’ Mama’ and ‘If You

Enjoyable still is an album by singer guitarist
Michael Juan Nunez on the Parishline Label (no
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catalogue number). A
native
of
South
Louisiana, Nunez plays
acoustic guitar very
much
in
an
Eric
Bibb/Keb’ Mo style and
his voice is broody, quite
intense, but interesting
nonetheless. He has a
particularly good slide
technique, featured on some of the album’s 12
songs. The covers are all done really well, in
particular Slim Harpo’s ‘I’m A King Bee’, Robert
Johnson’s ‘Come On In My Kitchen’ and ‘Stagger
Lee’ in which Nunez combines the Lloyd Price
lyric with a John Hurt arrangement; pretty neat.
I’m impressed by this guy who. Keith informs me,
is a much-revered new name on the scene and I
hope he makes it over to these shores soon. Not
sure of availability on this one; can anyone shed
any light, provide some info?
(Well, you can go to www.michaeljuannunez.com
and click the link to order the self-titled CD from
CD Baby or go direct to www.cdbaby.com – H)

Burnley Festival
For some time now our Lee has suggested to me
that I take the ol’ rattler to Burnley to witness its
blues festival held each April. So, on Saturday the
th
th
10 and Sunday the 11 of that month, I sallied
forth to catch most of the 2004 event, and I’m glad
I did for I witnessed some top-class sets, Saturday
evening at the Mechanics Theatre (where the
American acts performed). I must point out here
that the festival proper started on Friday and the
featured act that night was Jim Suhler & Monkey
Beat. Suhler has worked with George Thorogood
on many occasions and apparently delivered a
good set; sadly, I wasn’t able to catch him.
To Saturday then, and Big Bill
Morganfield took the stage to
present a mixture of original
compositions and songs written
by his father, Muddy Waters,
which perhaps naturally included
‘Got My Mojo Working’. A good
start, and the temperature rose
further with the appearance of
Little Freddie King, a showman
if ever there was one. More on
that in a second, but it must be
pointed out that his style of
blues is very downhome, like
Lightnin’ Slim on Excello, that
sort of thing, and his band
included an equally charismatic
character in the person of
drummer Wacko Wade. Fred’s
set, which must have lasted well
over an hour, was always fascinating (it was
certainly interesting to hear ‘My Girl Josephine’
performed Excello style) and, as mentioned
above, King was quite a showman, frequently
playing guitar solos down on one knee, at other
times cocking one leg over the fret board (as one
does). Very enjoyable.

Very much available at present is an enjoyable
collection lovingly compiled by my dear friend
Florence Halfon, sadly no longer with Manuela’s
Musicmakers but very
much working with
the jazz department
of Warners, putting
together
collections
such as ‘The Leopard
Lounge’
(Warners
5050466554123). The
first CD in this double
set has a soulful edge
to
its
jazz with
goodies like Brother Ray’s ‘Don't Let The Sun
Catch You Cryin', Ella Fitzgerald’s ‘I Wonder Why’
and Esther Phillips’ superb reading of the Beatles’
‘And I Love Him ‘ (a different version to the single
cut I notice. Florence informs me it was used on a
mid-sixties album).

First American bluesman to
hit the stage on Sunday was
Roscoe Chenier, related to
both Clifton and Morris ‘Big’
Chenier, all Louisiana boys.
So then, there was a
mixture of Roscoe’s own
songs plus a few standards
like Fats Domino’s ‘Good
Hearted
Man’, Lightnin’
Slim’s ‘Sugar Mama’, Slim
Harpo’s ‘Rainin’ In My
Heart’, John Lee Hooker’s ‘Boogie Chillun’ and
Cleveland Crochet’s ‘Sugar Bee’. Nice start to the
evening, but little did the Burnley audience know
that they were about to witness something special.

Mel Torme’s ‘Comin' Home Baby’ is currently a
popular dancer and Harold Betters’ ‘Papa-OohMau Mau’ is worth a boogaloo or two. On the
novelty front, I loved April Stevens’ sinuous update
of ‘Teach Me Tiger’ in which she wa-wa-wahs to
great effect. There are other great offerings
throughout; on the more jazzy second CD for
example we have the likes of Bobby Darin’s
‘Beyond The Sea’, Betty Carter’s version of
Monk’s ‘Round Midnight’, Sammy Davis Junior’s
‘Bye Bye Blackbird’ and Chris Connor’s take on
‘You Make Me Feel So Young’. A groovy little set,
this one, give it your support. Ta-ta for now!
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Earl Thomas’s reputation has
largely been founded on his
songwriting (he composed ‘I Got
The Blues’ which Etta James
featured on her 1992 album
‘The Right Time’) but tonight
this crowd saw the power and
the sheer quality of his gritty
Southern
soul
voice.
He
performed several songs from
his ‘Soul’d’ album, released on Memphis
International last year, including the rockin’ ‘I
Couldn’t Love You No Less’, a tribute to a
personal hero, Howard Tate, with ‘Look At Granny
Run Run’ and a superb version of Etta’s ‘I’d
Rather Go Blind’. For me, his was the set of the
weekend; he is scheduled to appear at the Colne
festival in August… I’ll be there, can’t wait”!

anticipation of a promised wild Rock'n'Roll set by
Barrance Whitfield, rockin’ rhythm’n’blues
screamer extraordinaire. I wasn’t disappointed, oh
no. As the Hemsby Houseband (Clive Osborne
and Alex Bland on saxes, Rob Glazebrook on
guitar, Dave Brown on piano, Wayne Hopkins on
bass and Paul Atkinson on drums) sauntered on
stage to await the introduction, an eager buzz
filtered through the ballroom.

Follow that, Lou Pride! Big in stature and big in
build, Lou didn’t have Earl’s agility but man, what
a voice! It was a pleasure to check him out for the
first time and his honeyed, Bobby Bland-type
tones enlivened such great songs as his Northern
favourite ‘I’m Comin’ Home In The Morning’.
Terrific, look forward to seeing him again.

© Paul Harris

I was looking forward to seeing the rejuvenated
Jody Williams who
played
on
many
classic tracks by Billy
Boy Arnold and Bo
Diddley in the ‘50s on
Chess. Though he
sang and played pretty
well, I felt there was
too much chat between songs with momentum
lost. A shame, as Williams is still capable of
delivering a good show. So Kats and Kittens, that
was my maiden Burnley festival, here’s to next
year!

On strode Barrance who duly despatched a lethal
version of ‘Rockin’ The Mule In Kansas’. A pretty
wild start but the temperature increased steadily
as regular Whitfield favourites ‘Big Mamou’,
‘Madhouse’, ‘Juicy Fruit’, ‘Caveman’, ‘Bip Bop Bip’,
‘Wild Cherry’ and ‘Geronimo Rock’ were belted
out, not forgetting ‘Stop Twistin’ My Arm’ and the
hugely popular ‘Bloody
Mary’ which, when
encored, drew more
wild rockin’ abandon
from Barrance and the
guys than before; the
song and set climaxed
with Whitfield lying and
screaming frantically
on the ground and
bassman
Wayne
straddling
his
instrument. A priceless
Hemsby moment.

May 4-10 2004
Yep, time to head for Hemsby once again and join
nd
the hep Kats and Kittens for this, the 32 event.
The whole shebang kicked off on Tuesday with
local lads Porky And The Good Luck Charms
providing live music for the early birds.
Wednesday saw London boys Pete Hutton And
The Beyonders (which included ex-Darrel
Higham bassman Mick Wigfall and guitarist
Malcolm Chapman) and Hemsby first-timers
Cattin’ Around take the stage.

© Paul Harris
So, was our man a
happy bunny? Well,
yes and no. While he was working hard for us, his
fans, some asshole apparently made off with
Barrance’s fee. A considerable amount was later
recovered, a whip round of major size was
organised and Barrance (definitely one of the
great guys in the business) promised a shorter
second show later in the weekend.

I landed in Norfolk on Thursday, my lips licking in

There were no major American stars on show on
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Charles and Louis Prima, with versions of ‘Honky
Tonk’, ‘What’d I Say’ and the last song of the set,
‘Jump, Jive And Wail’ respectively. As Jimmy is a
great sax player, there was great rapport between
him, Clive and Alex with all three men trading
choruses.

the Friday, just Sweden’s Go-Getters and the
popular American revivalists Go Cat Go, who I
managed to catch. In the absence of the muchmissed Darren Spears, enter Eddie Clendenning
(who you’ll remember from his appearance with
Deke Dickinson at the last Rhythm Riot) to step
into the role of frontman, which he did with ease
and aplomb. Theirs was an enjoyable set, with the
crowd pleasers ‘Please, Mama, Please’ and
‘Forever’s Much Too Long’ included.

Following this fine show, we were then treated to
a second, briefer set by Barrance Whitfield, whose
misfortune was, by now, common knowledge. He
said thanks his own way, by repeating the songs
in his last memorable set, resulting in the same
Rock'n'Roll mayhem, sidetracking only to sing
Smiley Lewis’ ‘Shame, Shame, Shame’ and Big T
Tyler’s ‘Sadie Green’. If ever a man was destined
for a swift return, it was Barrance Whitfield.
Sunday now which, after the heady heights of
Thursday and Saturday nights, turned out a bit
low-key.

Prior to the aforementioned acts’ sets, there was a
much-deserved induction for DJ of 40 years Wild
Cat Pete into the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame. I don’t
know Pete personally but, through this article, I’d
like to add my congratulations and to applaud the
efforts made by himself and all the great rockin’
jocks who kept us punters happy, whether we
danced or listened. Take a bow Tony Thorpe, the
(DJ-ing) Collins Kids, Tojo, Skinny Jim, Cosmic
Keith, Dave Crozier and Kaz, among others.

Hayden Thompson is a familiar face to Hemsbygoers, having appeared twice before. The set he
gave us tonight was
decidedly uneven, a
shame as his voice is
still in tip-top shape.
Accompanied by the
Hemsby Houseband,
Hayden
started
strongly with ‘Love
My Baby’, ‘Fairlane
Rock’, ‘Blues, Blues,
Blues’ and the welldelivered
country
© Paul Harris
ballad ‘One Broken
Heart’, but lost it a bit afterwards with medleys of
Johnny Cash and Elvis songs. Taking his seat at
the piano, he played the ballad ‘Tell Me That’s The
Way It’s Gonna Be’, ‘Cheese And Crackers’,
‘Kansas City’, the well-received ‘Call Me Shorty’
and versions of ‘You Win Again’ and ‘You Are My
Sunshine’. He strapped on the guitar and sped
down the final strait with ‘Mama, Mama, Mama’,
‘Just Because’, ‘Folsom Prison Blues’ and
‘Rockabilly Gal’.

Onto Saturday and during the afternoon I
managed to catch a set in the Queen Vic pub by
the American combo the Donettes from Seattle
who I must say boasted a very alluring and
flirtatious front-girl! Their set-list was pretty much
the same as the one on Thursday, where they
preceded Barrance Whitfield, plenty of Ruth
Brown and Janis Martin covers plus the odd
original song.

© Paul Harris
© Paul Harris

First major player out that evening was Jimmy
Cavello, so memorable at the Rhythm Riot and
now 77 years young, though you’d never know it
watching him cutting up with the Hemsby
Houseband. Kicking off and kicking ass with
Jimmy Preston’s ‘Rock This Joint’ (he covered this
before Haley, remember) he made his 45 minute
spot seem like five, as only supremely
professional entertainers can do, with Coral
classics like ‘The Big Beat’ and ‘Rock, Rock,
Rock’ and tributes to such friends as Wynonie
Harris (‘Bloodshot Eyes’, ‘Fannie Brown’ and
‘Leave Married Women Alone’) and Fats Domino
(‘Poor Me’, ‘Sick ‘N Tired’ and ‘Please Don’t Leave
Me’); tributes were also paid to Bill Doggett, Ray

A huge success at the 2002 Rhythm Riot, The
Bobettes kicked off their set, accompanied by the
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typically indifferent Swing Kings, with Sam
Cooke’s ‘Ain’t That Good News’. Interestingly, they
made an answer record to Chris Kenner’s ‘I Like It
Like That’ in ’61 entitled ‘I Don’t Like It Like That’
and so we were treated to a version. On went the
set, mixing mid- to up-tempo goodies like ‘Look At
The Stars’, ‘Rock ‘N’ Ree-Ah-Zole’ and ‘Zooma’
with great ballads like ‘Eddie My Love’, ‘My
Sweetheart’ (on which original member Laura
Bright really shone) and the clearly heartfelt ‘Oh
Mein Papa’.

In addition to the band, there was a three-piece
female backing group, the Bitter Sweets, a couple
of female dancers, who underwent several
changes of costume as the concert progressed,
and a second singer.
Once known as “the hardest working man in show
business”, Brown is still very active on stage,
jumping around, slipping and sliding around the
stage. These days however, he takes less of the
vocal load. Several members of the band and the
backing group take solo spots, and often he starts
a song, but after a single verse allows the
excellent band to complete the songs with their
pleasing combination of jazz, funk and R&B, while
he dances around or noodles on his keyboard.

Time for the ‘Mr Lee’/’I Shot Mr Lee’ finale and the
whole thing could not possibly have been done
without the participation of compere Lee Hugman
who, along with Strollin’ Steve did the usual
superb job in linking the whole thing. Lead singer
Retha Dixon was in her element as Lee acted out
the poor dying feller, concluding a fine
performance, not quite as wild as their Rhythm
Riot appearance but the gals are still a hot act. A
great weekend all in all; the late Ersel Hickey, who
was to have appeared at this particular shindig,
would have loved this. R.I.P. Ersel and here’s to
October when lucky Kats and Kittens will see the
following; Robert Gordon and Link Wray, Joe
Clay, Bobby Hendricks, Lee Rocker and Wayne
‘The Train’ Hancock. Bring it on!!
Burnley Boy Bunter







Unfortunately we only got a fraction of “It’s a
Man’s, Man’s, Man’s World” and “I Feel Good”,
but we did get a good version of Sam and Dave’s
“Soul Man”, a ballad “At Last My Love Has Come
Along”, and from the pre-funk days, a soulful “Try
Me”. Brown dedicated “Night Times Is The Right
Time” to the late Ray Charles, and the show
ended with a funky version of “Sex Machine”.
I would have liked to hear more of James Brown
the singer – a full version of “Man’s World” would
have been welcome. But we got James Brown the
bandleader, the conductor and the showman. The
presentation was a little bit show-biz and slick, but
the 90-minute set was excellent, the music tightly
controlled yet allowing scope for improvisation.
The audience was not disappointed, chanting his
name and calling for more, long after Brown had
left the building.
Alan Lloyd



James Brown – Live at the Apollo
This
was
not
Harlem’s
Apollo,
but
Hammersmith’s, and the year was 2004, not
1962. While fellow septuagenarians Chuck Berry
and Jerry Lee Lewis were playing elsewhere in
town, James Brown was ending his UK tour at this
West London venue.









Ray Bartrip
Friday 28th May at the King and Queen

The opening act, the Stateside Hombres
described themselves as a ska band. Despite
their name, the band are in fact from England,
have a female singer (Little Miss) and play a
combination of modern styles (hip hop, house
etc.). The band consists of 5 musicians (if you
count turntable as an instrument) and 4 singers,
and there were some good vocal harmonies and
call-and-response, but there was far too much
rap-style singing for my taste.

When introduced on stage I heard that Ray had
played in a ‘60s group, the name of which I can’t
remember (The Worrying Kynde – H). I haven’t
seen this guy before so I didn’t know what to
expect. I was pleasantly surprised. In the first set
he sang some well-known numbers, these being
‘I’m Walking’ and ‘Blueberry Hill’. I was very
impressed with the New Orleans style piano
playing. The second set started with ‘A Mess Of
Blues’. He also sang and played ‘The Butcher’s
Daughter’ rumba style as well as Floyd Kramer’s
‘Last Date’, a good version of ’20 Flight Rock’ Fats
Domino style and ‘That’s All Right Mama’. I found
it to be a very good night apart from the dodgy
version of ‘Great Balls Of Fire’ from Dart Carson.
Always rockin’ and rollin’,
Dave Woodland
(Check out Ray at www.raybartrip.com - H)

After the interval, the blue-suited 10-piece Soul
Generals entered the stage to great excitement
from the crowd. But we had to wait a while longer
to see the star of the show, as the MC whipped up
even greater fervour. At last Brown entered the
stage, dressed in his red suit with the customary
high-waisted trousers and commenced to “Make It
Funky”.
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April and into May to try to book a ticket, always to
be told, "Nope, nothing on screen here mate." I
must have misunderstood the announcement. It
was only by chance that on the Sunday before
Ascension Day I heard on the radio that the BBC
were to broadcast live a Jazz Eucharist with the
musical settings by Duke Ellington.

THE BIG BUZZARD BOOGIE
BAND
The Queen's Walk along the South Bank of the
river Thames is doing pretty well these days.
Cutting tunnels beneath the major roads to linking
up the various sections into one continuous
footpath helped. But it is the building of the two
Hungerford footbridges on either side of the rail
track, together with the new and now stabilised
"wobbly' footbridge spanning from the Tate
Modern to St. Paul's and the city, that have
provided what all public spaces need to give them
life… people.
Before the building of the new footbridges, cold
wet Sunday lunch times could feel very lonely, and
at times I had thought of the possibility of being
mugged in broad daylight. Now every day people
stroll along the Queen's Walk and throng along it
on Sundays, wet or fine.

Until that moment, I hadn't realised that Duke
Ellington was a deeply religious man, and that the
music to be played came from his three Sacred
Concerts, pieces written in the ‘60s and ‘70s to be
performed in various Cathedrals throughout the
world. Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, St. John
the Divine in New York City and Westminster
Abbey and Coventry Cathedral in this country.

One Sunday in February, having had my fill of fine
organ music, fine singing from the choir and not
so fine singing from the congregation at
Southwark Cathedral, I headed for the Royal
Festival Hall to arrive half way through the free
mid day Sunday entertainment. What a contrast.
The place was packed, the tables were full, the
balconies were draped with people watching the
scene below, couples jiving together, others
happy in their own little world having lost their
original starting partner somewhere on the dance
floor. In the middle of all this, setting the pace,
creating the sound, giving the beat was… The Big
Buzzard Boogie Band.

I was one of the last to scrape inside St. Martin's
in the Fields before they closed the doors on their
maximum allowable 925 people to comply with the
regulations. That's a lorra lorra people, but far less
than a mighty Cathedral can hold. Up in the
balcony looking down, surrounded by cables and
mikes, there they all were. The BBC technical
staff, the BBC Daily Service Singers, the Exultant
Singers and the Big Buzzard Boogie Band, all
waiting for the red light to go on.

It was impossible not to be caught up with this
romping stomping performance. I looked at the
many dancers, all ages, young ones, old ones,
and some as big as whatever you fancy, and they
were all happily doing their own thing. The sound
of brass raspberried up my spine and down the
other side. It felt like an old time Palaise. Had I
known what was cooking at the RFH I would have
quickened my pace beside the river. Why don't I
carry a camera with me whenever I trot out
socially?
At the close, the band
leader announced that
they would be playing at
St. Martin's in the Fields
on Ascension day, with a
choir
and
a
much
enlarged brass band. I
couldn't quite understand
what this event would be.
They do have jazz in the
café in the crypt, so I
phoned the St. Martin's box office through March,

Presiding over everything was the Revd Nicholas
Holtam, Vicar of St. Martin's in the Fields, and his
Deacon Revd Liz Griffiths, a rather thin lady but
the red with white surplus helped enormously. The
Vicar beamed his smile upon the whole assembly.
Like I said, I was high up and was most surprised
to see him wearing what appeared to be a small
Eastern hat, very similar to those worn by you
know who. Of course it could just have been a
trick of the light so dazzling was the setting. There
was no mistaking Nicholas's chosen Preacher's
headgear. The Rt Revd James Jones, Bishop of
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Liverpool, had gone for the traditional tall pointed
hat… I mitre known that he would.

only person in the world who doesn't know where
that is. THE BIG BUZZARD BOOGIE BAND
perform regularly at the Royal Festival Hall on the
South Bank. On 1st June 2002, they performed at
BUCKINGHAM PALACE as part of the "Prom at
the Palace" in celebration of the Queen's Golden
Jubilee. I have been given to understand that this
is not a regular booking.

The Director of Music, David Ogden, asked us not
to applaud any of the pieces as we were
broadcasting live and needed all the time
available. At the end of the performance, when we
were off the air, if we had been sufficiently moved
perhaps we might like to applaud… or cheer… or
stamp our feet… or jump up and down. He
obviously knew something that we didn't know. He
suggested that before we went on the air we might
like to loosen up a bit. “Let's try the first verse of
the opening hymn, Christ is the King, O friends
rejoice.” So we did.

See you around
BRIAN BENJAMIN
(well I always think of myself in capital letters)
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It was then that I realised exactly what we were in
for. I do enjoy singing. I thought that I sang well
and with reasonable volume, but for the first time
in my life, I couldn't hear the sound of my voice
within my own body, such was the volume and
wall of sound created by the combined choirs, the
Big Buzzard Boogie Band and the whole
congregation. When the first of the Duke Ellington
special pieces was played and sung, ‘Praise
God’, with the sound of the trumpet… from then
on, this was the world of jazz and soul and words,
by somebody who knew exactly what he wanted
to say in both words and music. It was awesome.
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For me the most moving piece of all was
‘Freedom’.

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Jolliffe

Freedom - to be contented prisoners of love or to
reach beyond our reach, to reach for a star, or go
about the business of what we already are.
Freedom's what you thought you heard.
Freedom's not one big word. Freedom - a big
healing salve. Freedom - it's what you’ve got to
have. Freedom's good both night and day, up and
down and all around and all the way. Freedom
must be won ‘cause freedom's even good fun.

Show Reviews – Tony Papard
Mr Angry – John Howard
Rockin’ Ramblings – Dan’l O’Coffey
Bob Fox – Geoff Brindle
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade

The service finished with a jazz setting of the
traditional ‘Swing Low Sweet Chariot’. After that
we waited somewhat impatiently for the red light
to go out, signalling that we were off the air. And
when it did… we applauded... and cheered… and
stamped our feet… and jumped up and down…
just like the man had predicted.

August Auxiliary – Lee Wilkinson
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Ray Bartrip – Dave Woodland
Big Buzzards – BRIAN BENJAMIN

When we had all settled down sufficiently, it was
announced that the Eucharist (communion ) would
be served to all who wished to remain. That
meant most people. Yes that's a lorra lorra
people, administered from all points of the
compass. I received from Liz, at the exit door. The
red and white really does help.
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Website – Eddie Bowser
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THE BIG BUZZARD BOOGIE BAND’s next
appearance is for one week 21st - 28th August at
Becks famous SPIEGELTENT. I'm probably the
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